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SAmmAnfATTning

Att i högre grad designa och utforma miljöer utifrån ett barn-
perspektiv är av avgörande vikt för den framtida utvecklingen 
av våra städer och samhällen. Detta är ett område som kom-
mer att växa i betydelse i takt med att den andel av befolk-
ningen som är bosatt i städer fortsätter att öka globalt. Stock-
holm – en stad som är känd för att vara barnvänlig (Svenska 
institutet 2012), men som dras med utmaningar i form av 
snabb befolkningstillväxt och bostadsbrist – utgör en pas-
sande och dynamisk grund för en fallstudie.

Studien belyser vikten av offentliga miljöer, med ett särskilt 
fokus på att förstå hur de kan utformas och anpassas så att 
de erbjuder social, pedagogisk och fysisk stimulans för barn. 
i arbetet har ingått att undersöka byggda miljöer för barn i 
förskoleåldern (0-6) i Stockholms stad, och hur stadsplanerare, 
arkitekter och formgivare beaktar barn som användare av de 
miljöer de utformar. Rapporten bygger på litteraturstudier, 
samt på 40 fallstudier och 65 intervjuer som utförts 2014-
2015. Studien syftar till att föra erfarenheterna från Stockholm 
vidare och fungera som källa och läromaterial för arkitekter, 
stadsplanerare och beslutsfattare.

Jing Jing, Arkitekt SAR/MSA
Stockholm, 10-16-2015
jing.jing@arken-se-arkitekter.se
+46 709789669

The summary in Swedish is translated from English by Lovisa  
Selander.
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improving design for children is critical to the present and fu-
ture development of cities and societies. this is a fi eld that 
will only gain importance as the global population in cities 
continues to grow. Stockholm, featuring both a strong reputa-
tion as a child-friendly city (Swedish institute 2012) as well as 
challenges to meeting rising pressures caused by rapid urban 
growth and a relative shortage of housing makes a dynamic 
setting for a case study.

The research draws importance to the public domain, with 
particular focus on understanding how public places and spa-
ces can be built and adapted to provide children with envi-
ronments that stimulate their social, educational and physical 
development. This work reviews the built environment for pre-
school aged children (age 0-6) in the city of Stockholm and in-
vestigates how planners, architects and designers account for 
children as users of the spaces and places that they plan and 
design. in total, 40 case studies with 65 interviews have been 
conducted during 2014-2015, and explained in a narrative 
manner. the fi ndings draw on literature review as well as the 
insights and experience of the interviewees, with the intention 
of providing a study that can be used as a source and learning 
material for architects, planners and policy makers based upon 
the Stockholm experience.

Two workshops have taken during research period 2014-2015 with participants giving input. They are: 

supervisors: 
tIGRAN hAAS, associate professor in urban studies at Royal Institute of technology (Kth)
SARA GRAhN, professor and architect at KTh and White arkitekter AB

reference group:
åSA EKmAn, children strategist at Jönkopping municipality 
bARbARA KLocKARe, children’ psychologist 
JAimE mOnTES, architect, Arken SE arkitekter AB
JoNAS KJeLLANdeR, senior school architect at Sweco AB
LARS MARcUS, professor in urban studies at chalmers University of technology (cth)
MARIA NoRStRÖM, professor in environmental psychology at Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) 
SUZANNe de LAVAL, senior researcher and architect, Arkitekturanalys SThLm
toRbJÖRN eINARSSoN, senior planner, Arken SE arkitekter AB
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1.1 COnTExT AnD ChALLEngE

An international research initiative Growing Up In cities directed 
by the influential urban planner Kevin Lynch in the 1970s brought 
the subject of children and cities into broader attention to both 
academics and planners. Almost twenty years later, environme-
ntal psychologist Louise Chawla revisited and extended Lynch’s 
initiative with a focus of exploring how to improve urban design 
through enhancing children’s participation programs and also ex-
panding the reach of such work with policies that better account 
for children’s needs. At the mid-point of these two landmark stu-
dies, the United Nations adopted the convention of the Rights of 
the child (UNcRc) in 1989, calling on all countries to recognize 
children’s rights and to set provisions to enhance children’s living 
conditions. Today, 195 counties are parties to the convention, 
spanning the entire globe.  

however, during the past decades, modern city planning has been 
dominated by many that have placed a priority on building for and 
around car traffic over pedestrians. Many claim this has neglected 
‘human scale’ building (gehl, 2010), and resulted in the city ‘failing 
its children’ by not providing a conducive physical environment 
where they are safe and can actively engage with the world (Ward 
1978). Yet, there is also a lot of evidence of an evolving knowledge 
base on how to plan more child-friendly cities, including in Sweden 
where this research is focused. 

Sweden, like most countries, ratified the UNcRc in 1990, and in 
1993 established a new political position “barnsombudsman” (a 
Swedish term, meaning children’s legal representative) whose role 
is to consider the rights are perspectives of children in political 
processes to ensure that the convention is upheld in Sweden. To-
day, the “child ombudsman” position has been created in countries 
worldwide as the legal agency to defend the right of the child. Ear-
lier actions taken in Sweden include the ScAFt reforms and traffic 
separation initiatives made during the 1960s, which had a major 
historic influence on urban form in the country and have impro-
ved child safety conditions. Since then, many years of research has 
been conducted on children’s outdoor environment stressing safe-
ty and transport perspectives (björklid 1997-2007). Research by, for 
example, nordström (2001) has investigated children’s perception 
and use of urban environment, using cross-disciplinary approaches 
from the field of environmental psychology to better illuminate the 
links between the built environment for children and their develop-
ment and overall well-being.  

At the urban neighborhood scale, the Swedish University of Agri-
culture Science has carried out a number of studies on children’s 
use of space, with the focus of green spaces, school yards and 
playgrounds (nordisk Arkitekturforskning, 2004:1). Cele (2006) ex-
plored methods for understanding children’s experience of space 
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that have complemented the tools for involving children in ur-
ban planning process. These approaches have been applied in 
national and local projects, such as the “Children and young pe-
ople in the community planning” (2010-2012) programme led 
by Boverket (national Board of housing), Transport Administra-
tion and the Public health Agency done in collaboration with six 
municipalities. Another very prominent model is the BKA-Child 
impact Assessment methodology developed and applied in the 
City of gothenburg as a living research and cooperation initiative 
to provide guidance for planning the physical environment with 
a focus of the child’s perspective (2011). At the planning practice 
level, there are child strategists who serve as city officers placed 
in different municipalities to engage the public and listen to the 
child’s voice in the city planning and development process (see, 
for example www.jonkoping.se).

The push for sustainable development and healthy living has 
brought a wider range of professionals such as sociologists, an-
thropologists, environmental scientists, psychologists, planners, 
and city authorities in many countries to become more engaged 
to better take children’s perspectives into account in their work. 
making cities more child-friendly has increasingly become a top 
of urban development priority, and there is need to develop the 
practical knowledge base of good practices and valuable expe-
riences in this field. this research aims to contribute to this im-
portant task by collecting insights from Stockholm experience. 
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1.2 chILd-FRIeNdLy cItIeS ARe MoRe SUStAINAbLe        
        -- chIlDren connect our present anD Future

The enjoyment of, and impact on, children from the built environ-
ment is a very significant aspect of “sustainability”, but it is relative-
ly underrepresented in the discourse on sustainable development. 
this is despite the fact that children represent a sizable portion of 
the population, and societies and families obviously care greatly 
about their welfare and development. Of the three main dimen-
sions often ascribed to sustainability (environmental, economic, 
social), social sustainability has the broadest range of definitions, 
and the least agreement on its specific meaning (colantonio 2009). 
giving various groups in society equal opportunities for accessing 
common city space and getting around town is part of the focus 
of social sustainability. gehl (2010) contends that social sustainabi-
lity has a significant democratic dimension - easily accessible and 
inviting public space for everyone provides the basis for a lively, 
attractive and equal city. 

Extensive research has been done internationally illustrating that 
the built environment influences children’s ability to socialize, learn 
as well as their physical and emotional well-being (freeman & 
tranter 2011). despite significant advancements in the understan-
ding of the relationship between the built environment and child 
health and development made over the past several decades, many 
argue that contemporary urban (and sub-urban) environments in 
developed countries are having negative repercussions on child 
health and development. there is rather clear evidence in the U.S, 
for example, that ‘urban sprawl’ contributes to less physically active 
youth and increased incidence of obesity. Others have argued that 
changes in the urban and social fabric of cities may contribute to 
increased rates of depression in children and youth in society (Len-
nard & Lennard 2000). further research claims that an increasing 
number of youth suffer from a ‘nature-deficit-disorder’ in urban 
and suburban areas, and claim this has led to diminished use of 
senses, higher rates of physical and emotional illness and shorter 
attention spans (Louv 2008). in low-income countries, hundreds of 
millions children live in slums within a physical environment that 
poses immediate threats to their health and well-being (UNIceF 
2012). in a diagrammatic representation of the ’determinants of 
health’, the behavioral scientist Roger Ulrich (2015) highlighted 
the way in which our surroundings and lifestyles impact people’s 
health. Building upon this, the relevant factors for children have 
been specified in the diagram on next page and highlighted in red 
texts.

Stockholm was chosen as a city where the study cases are situated 
with the aim to examine the Swedish experience on the built en-
vironment for children (ages 0-6), identify inspiring practices and 
key challenges faced. Thus, the intent of this work is to both extract 
learning from the planning and design approaches implemented 
in Stockholm and also inform on potential areas for improvement.

“To be sustainable, a city 
must sustain its children. 
It must provide a physical 
environment that ensure 
children’s health, develops 
their faculties, and fosters 
their love for community 
and for nature. In this way, 
children grow up to become 
agents of sustainability.” 
—Liveable Cities
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dIAGRAM 1.2.1  the deteRMINANtS oF heALth ANd weLL-beINGS oF chILdReN 
(AdApted FRoM ULRIchoF, 2015, cIted oN oxFoRd cIty coUNcIL web)

Content highlighted in red are the relevant factors for children added by the author to 
the orginal diagram.
in the aspest of ”Activities”, instead of ”working”, children are sent to ”schools”; in the 
”Local economy”, most children do not have economic power, they depend on the 
family economy and state subsidise; children’s lifestyle depends on the parents’ lifestyle; 
handicapped children and children in different health/mental/intelligence conditions are 
all ”the other” factors need to taken into concern within the people groups. 
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1.3 Aim AnD mEThODOLOgY

This research project was conducted during 2014-2015. Through 
case studies in Stockholm, the study attempts to provide examp-
les, insights, and inspirations for urban planners, architects, policy 
makers and professionals whose work have impact on the built 
environment for children. The overall goal is to contribute to the 
development of urban areas in Sweden and internationally that are 
conducive to the healthy physical, mental and social development 
of people, starting in their earliest years.

There are 40 case studies in total, including 18 focused case stu-
dies. The studies include literature review, site visits, self-observa-
tion, photography documentation, as well as interviews and ana-
lysis. A brief data collection is applied during the analysis process. 
The interviews taken with users and creators of the places intend to 
serve as a feedback to refine the planning and design knowledge-
base (see diagram below), because most built projects end after 
they are constructed. Since the built environment for children is 
built by adults and based upon on adults’ imagination of children’s 
need and experience of spaces, it is necessary to check its actual 
outcome. Therefore the observations and interviews can inform on 
building hospitable and supportive environment for children.  
finally 65 interviews with the users and creators of the places have 

dIAGRAM 1.3.1  ReFINed StRAteGIc pRoceSSeS 
(AdApted FRoM KRISteNSSoN, 2007, p.32) 

Texts in red are added by the author, to address the importance of listening to the 
feedbacks after the building being used. 
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1. These include sources like: 
(a) www.designingwithchildren.net 
(b) www.hallbarstad.se 
(c) www.archkids.com 
(d) www.arkitekturpedagogen.se 

been conducted to gain perspectives and feedback on the plan-
ning and design. The intention is to document the existing built en-
vironment and decode the insights and experience on what makes 
them work better or worse. The interviewees are mainly educators, 
planners, architects, landscape architects, environmental psycholo-
gists, pediatricians, municipal authorities, developers, artists, desig-
ners, project managers, children strategists and parents. 

in the pre-selection process of the cases studies, open sources 
like web surveys and ratings for popular schools and child friendly 
places have also been taken into account1. Two expert workshops 
were performed during the course of the research with leading 
academics, planners, architects, environmental psychologists and 
a child strategist to present and discuss its findings.

most interviews done with educators took place at the school, fol-
lowed by a tour of the school guided by the teacher. Some follow 
up interviews with the educators were done outside school pre-
mises (e.g. at a café). The interviews with architects, planners, and 
designers of targeted case studies were held at their offices and 
studios, where we could consult and discuss drawings, designs and 
reference material during the meetings. Some additional interviews 
were conducted over email and phone calls. The interviews with 
parents were done in more casual settings. There are a few child-
ren aged three to six have been talked to regarding their opinions 
of playgrounds while they were about going to or playing at the 
playgrounds.   

The selection of interviewees follows an analysis of related profes-
sionals whose activities have impact on the built environment for 
children (see diagram on next page). freeman and Tranter iden-
tified 12 major professional stakeholder groups that have impact 
over the built environment for children and assessed that most of 
these groups take little-to-no consideration of children’s interest 
into their work (freeman & Tranter 2012, p. 229) in the context of 
Australia-New Zealand. An additional 5 stakeholder groups can be 
considered based on the Swedish experience to have significant 
impacts on the built environment for children, namely govern-
ment agencies, construction companies, artists, designers and the 
media. These stakeholders are shown on the next page. interviews 
with each of these groups were to the extent possible performed 
during the study.  from the Swedish experience, it is particularly 
interesting to note the role that the media plays to draw atten-
tion children’s concerns. There are cases of where building plans 
have been changed, for example of tall apartment buildings that 
would have been in front of a pre-school yard (nordström, 2011) 
following intensive media reports and protests from local com-
munities.

12
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dIAGRAM 1.3.2  ReLAted  pRoFeSSIoNALS whoSe ActIVItIeS hAVe IMpAct oN the 
bUILt eNVIRoNMeNt FoR chILdReN

names in black texts are taken from freeman and Tranter’s table P.229; names in red 
texts are the extra fi ve professions whom have major infl uence on the built environment 
for children in Sweden.  
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2
case stuDIes



early 
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For the case studies, learning points were identifi ed and qualifi ed 
as a “inspiring practice” that could be applicable in the deve-
lopment of other places. A framework with six “building blocks” 
was used to select and assess the cases (see fi gure below) to 
complement the information gathered in the pre-selection pro-
cess. These building blocks were created based upon a review of 
several major studies2 on the built environment for children and 
the common components promoted for creating child-friendly 
environments. it is important to note that these building blocks 
need to be understood in the full context of young children and 
their relation with built environment, since children at different 
ages have different needs in accordance with their physical and 
mental development. Connecting the world of children and 
adults  instead of isolating children as a ”problem” group, is the 
most important concept and attitude. for young children, their 
everyday life is closed tied to adults and determined by the built 
environment. The early childhood experience is the foundation 
and will be the memory and references of these children’s future 
life as they grow into adulthood.   

2.1 cRIteRIA FoR cASe StUdIeS

2. These include references like: 
(a) Lennard & Lennard, The forgotten Child, gondolier Press, 2000 
(b) Westford, neighborhood Design and Travel. Dissertation at KTh, 2010
(c) Freeman & tranter, children and their Urban environment: changing worlds, Routledge, 2011 
(d) Bridgman, Child-friendly City: Canadian Perspectives, article on Children Youth and Environments, 2004 
(e) Dudek, Space for Young Children, Jessika Kingsley Publishers, 2012

dIAGRAM 2.1.1  cRIteRIA FoR cASe StUdIeS
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2.2 Scope StUdy AReAS

The study pays special attention to the public domain related 
to young children. The Swedish society provides approximately 
181 holidays for children, including the weekends, spring and 
winter holidays, Easter holiday and sportlov3, höstlov4 and school 
planning days(FIGURe 2.2.1, see on next page). Apparently, public 
place is crucial for the people especially for children, since it will 
not only be demanded during holidays but also school days. 
There are policies encouraging schools to bring children for edu-
cational excursions. 
  
the categorization of the study areas generally follows the time 
frequency where children spend the most time during a week, and 
are grouped A to f (see below). 

a. schools & school yards (This includes open pre-schools, pre-
chools and schoolyards) 

b. playgrounds & parks (This includes both city and neighbour-
hoods parks and playgrounds)  

c. public transport (This encompasses public transportation 
systems – streets, buses, trains, stations and airports, etc.) 

D. child-oriented architecture (This encompasses places spe-
cifically built for child’s learning and play; such as child activity 
centers, library, museums, play places, etc.)

e. child-family friendly public places (This encompasses public 
places where children and their parents frequent, such as shop-
ping malls, cafés, grocery stores, etc.)
         
F. public healthcare (This includes public services like children’s 
hospital, clinic, maternity care, natal care, etc.)

Among the six categories of the study area, the first two categories 
are the places where children spend the most time outside of their 
homes for learning, socialization and play. children in Sweden go 
to schools and playgrounds almost every day either full time or 
part time during workdays. Other than the home, these are the 
most important spaces in a child’s life. Therefore, due to their re-
lative importance and time limitations of this project, these two 
categories have been the subject of more extensive “focused case 

3. Sportlov is a-week-time winter break, which has been adopted across Sweden. it’s 
mainly outdoor sport activities for children during the period in between february and 
march. from health aspect, it argues that the break can prevent school children from  
sickness and during that special period. municipalities in Sweden choose different weeks 
for sportlov, for Stockholm, it was feb 23-27, 2015.

4. höstlov is the fall break, similar function and application as the winter break. it is Oct 
26-30, 2015 in Stockholm.
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2.3 FocUSed cASe StUdIeS

The eight case studies for SchooLS & SchooLyARdS and eight 
cases for pLAyGRoUNdS & pARKS are presented in this section. 
The cases are mainly taken from the Stockholm city area, crossing 
4 (out of 26) municipalities: Vasastan, Kungsholmen, Södermalm, 
Liljeholmen-hägersten. A common tendency and challenge for 
these municipalities is the relatively high fi gure of new housing 
development.

studies”, described in section 2.3. 

Condensed studies, or “snapshots” in each of the other categories 
are provided in section 2.3. Each of the other categories (see C-f 
on last page) are places that most children may go with parents 
or adults on more special occasions during a year (such as child-
oriented architecture, public healthcare) or use more frequently 
but spend less time there (public transportation, family friendly 
public places).

FIGURe 2.2.1  cALeNdAR oF SchooL yeAR 2015
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181 holidays
184 school days



”The best school is built for the world.” 
---- John Hardy5 

schools  & schoolyarDs

5John hardy is the co-founder of the green School, Bali, indonesia



2.3.1 SchooLS ANd SchooLyARdS

in this section, two open pre-schools and six pre-schools have 
been selected as positive examples of ‘good’ practice and places 
where insights can be drawn from. Of the six pre-schools, three are 
privately operated and three are publically run, crossing three mu-
nicipalities in Stockholm City. Except one pre-school that was built 
in the 1970s, which is seen as a better era of pre-school models 
(Bjurström 2004), all other pre-schools were built or opened in the 
past decade. instead of solely exploring the current dominate sys-
tem of the school production run by SiSAB6, the selection targets 
the different models of building pre-schools with the intention of 
scoping out the dynamics and alternatives within pre-school plan-
ning and design in Stockholm. 

In brief: early childhood education in sweden and stockholm

Sweden heavily subsidizes pre-schools for young children as one 
pillar of its welfare state, where it also has one of the longest paid 
parental leave allowances in the world - 480 days - as well as a 
high rate of employed parents who have young children. Swedish 
fathers have compulsory parental leave for 60 days (Swedish insti-
tute, 2012).

Parents and children not enrolled in pre-school in Sweden have the 
opportunity to attend “open pre-schools” (öppna förskolor) free 
of charge, which are located in almost every neighborhood. Pre-
schools are provided without charge or with very low monthly costs 
(as a result of state subsidies). This system supports many young 
families building a stable foundation and healthy growth. most pa-
rents in Sweden start to send their children to pre-schools when 
children are between one and two years old, this means a child can 
spend 6-8 hours at “school” from the second year of their life. The 
city of Stockholm takes on a great challenge to provide space and 
build schools with public funding, particularly with a growing popu-
lation. The urgent rise in demand for schools and pre-schools has 
placed major stresses on the Swedish planning systems, and there 
is a shortage of schools in many neighborhoods across Stockholm. 
in the hägersten-Liljehomen area, for example, 15000 new born 
children who will need go to day care will be born over the next 
5 years. That means 100 new schools are needed, which is already 
challenging local authorities to build quickly enough to meet this 
demand. Similar predictions of population growth by Stockholm 
Regional Growth, environment and planning indicates Stockholm 
expect a need to build 2000 pre-schools within a decade, as well as 
much more housing.

6. SiSAB-- Skolfastigheter i Stockholm AB
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Where and how to build schools and child-friendly living environ-
ments are a key development issue, particularly in neighborhoods 
that are growing quickly, and changing demographically to in-
clude more parents of young children. the act/project NUteK & 
Almega (2007) increased the possibility for independent schools 
receiving equal contribution from the states as the public schools 
run under the municipalities, resulting in more open completion 
for building quality schools for children after it was first introdu-
ced in 1992 (Westford, 2010). many school buildings in use today 
are built in the 1950s, 60s, 70s (Bjurström, 2004). This means that 
many schools are undergoing remodeling or refurbishment (or 
have recently completed it). in some recently built or refurbished 
school examples we can see the trend of taking old buildings and 
transforming them into schools. This approach has become more 
popular, especially to the private schools now being produced. The 
recent built public schools made a lot efforts on improving energy 
efficiency and addressing environmental concerns, less attention it 
seems has been paid on aesthetics and function, particularly from 
a child development point of view.  

Schoolyards are critical stimulants for outdoor play for children’s 
development and well-being. Educators and researchers found 
schoolyards have high value to children in term of health (mårten-
sen, 2012),  environmental education (Szczepanski, 2014) and envi-
ronmental sustainability (Danks, 2014). in her expansive study and 
practice guidebook ”from Asphalt to Ecosystems”, Danks has re-
marked the unique position of schoolyard, as being responsible for 
educating our society’s future leader... public places well dedicated 
to the communications of children and adults”. The schoolyards in 
Stockholm use low-height (see through) fences with a manual gate 
as standard so they are initially inclusively designed as a public fa-
cility that lets people have access. One important aspect of schoo-
lyard is maintenance. The architects are often asked to design the 
schoolyard which demands minimal maintenance. This actually 
implies that schoolyard as a public place lacks of stewardship. A 
good schoolyard it of course needs good maintenance, not just 
design. Recently, there are parents and landscape architects pro-
testing for the outdoor environment of schools and criticizing the 
current performance. They argue that uban development should 
persue an appropriate density and design of schoolyard that are 
better for children (Arkitekten, 08, 2015). The media is constantly 
reporting and debating on pre-school development. it is evident 
that the society is very concerned with the management and qua-
lity of its early education facilities, and that there are clear challen-
ges to the city to provide enough schools, safe schools and quality 
education to all pre-schoolers. 
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Luma open pre-school

Kungsholmens open pre-school

Paletten: pre-school

STimS: pre-school, primary school

Pipmakaren: pre-school

Olympen: pre-school+primary school

instrumentet: pre-school

Vågen: pre-school
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FIGURe 2.3.1.1   MAp oF SchooLS ANd SchooLyARdS cASe StUdIeS 
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open pre-schools (0-5 years old)

Open pre-schools is a tradition of Sweden that is embedded in 
each municipality and community. it gives toddlers a great opp-
ortunity to meet new friends and to develop social and physical 
skills and also provide parents with chances to meet and share 
experiences with each other. there are also privately organized 
outdoor nature walking activities that parental groups organize 
through internet communities.

in Stockholm, there are more than 50 open pre-schools that are 
owned and operated by the city. They are open to the public on 
workdays. most parents bring their children to open pre-schools 
during their parental leave to meet other parents, children and 
participate in activities such as play, music and dance, etc. at least 
once a week. 

The two open pre-schools selected here are representative of two 
major types: one is the situated in a city park and has its own free 
standing building; the other is arranged inside a larger building 
complex (such as community centre) inside an urban neighbour-
hood. An overview of the two schools is provided in the table on 
next page, including their location and basic characteristics. The 
two case studies can be found in the following pages.  
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kungsholmen’s 
open pre-school

schools buIlt tIme locatIon characters

opened at Rålambshovs parklek 
service house in 2011, 
moved to current building adja-
cent to ”Parklek” in 2013, 
located in other places in Kungs-
holmen district at earlier time

opened at Luma library building 
in 2013, 
located in another place in ham-
marby Sjötad area 

inside Rålambshovsparken(city park), 
next door to the service house of  
Rålambshovs parklek;
in walking distance subway and bus 
station;
in proximity to waterfront

inside the building of Luma library 
which serves primarily to neighbor-
hood hammarby Sjöstad;
the building situated on the water 
bank;
in walking distance to public transit

free standing one-floor greenish wooden 
house with a fenced flat yard outside; 
large playground and park area surrounding;  
offering both indoor and outdoor activity; 
kitchen facilities for water and food heating;
several toilets and baby changing stations;
independent stroller parking shed

an open-floor-plan room on the second floor 
of the Luma library building which is regene-
rated from its former industrial use;
a dedicated children-centered library on 
the first floor; 
kitchen facilities for water and food heating;
several toilets and baby changing stations;
stroller parking space on the first floor and 
inside the open pre-school;
an open space in the building’s backyard

luma open 
pre-school

tAbLe 2.3.1.2   FActS oF opeN pReSchooLS

Kungsholmen’s open pre-
school
situated in Rålambshovsparken and recieves 
a lake view

Luma open pre-school
situated in Luma park and stands on the bank 
of a channel

Luma open pre-school
located in a room on the second floor of the 
luma library building

Kungsholmen’s open pre-
school
A wooden one floor house with a garden in 
conjunction to the park’s service house 

01

02
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kungsholmen’s open pre-school
social hub in the park for children and adults

It is located within the playground area of Rålambhovsparken. the proximity to nature, waterfront, 
a wide-array of social activities, and convenience to public transport are some of the main positive 
traits about this place. It features a one-floor free standing green wooden house in conjunction to 
the park’s ”parklek” service house built in 1970s. it also has a small yard of its own, and is surroun-
ded by the bigger public playground and park. The stroller parking garage is built separately and 
standing over the school.  it has an open living room for activities, and a kitchen and dining area 
are equipped. Parents can bring food to warm up in microwaves. Toilets offers free diapers and are 
equipped properly for babies and young children. Extra play activities can be found at the ”parklek” 
service house next door. 

01

living room: fika, eating, chatting, and playing 

open area for babies and parents’ socialization
photo: Pi frisk   credit: www.stockholmdirect.se 

stroller and bike parking area  
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02luma open pre-school
reliving the industrial heritage as community centre

reading corner

open central play areasettings for touching at child’s eye level

ramp at the entrance area 

this open pre-school is located inside one of the units on the second floor of the main building of 
Luma library building, which has been renovated from previously industrial use. There is a parking 
area for the strollers on the first floor. the library is also on the first floor, and it has a strong 
child-centered design language (see case study in the section of child-family friendly places). The 
open floor plan with movable low-height furniture provides flexibility of the space for communica-
tion and organizing different activities. there is a ramp built within the room from its entrance, 
because some infants may come to school while sleeping or need rest in strollers after the activity 
at the school. Several toilets are in the room, for children and adults, and especially baby changing 
stations are installed. An open kitchen is in the middle of the space, where parents can bring food 
to warm up and find coffee and tea. 
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Kungsholmen open pre-school, 
the direct distance from the 
school to the closest bus stop is 
125m/1 min walk, 
or the direct distance from the 
school to the closest subway 
station is 580m/6 min walk

Luma open pre-school, 
the direct distance from the 
school to the closest ferry stop 
is  about 125m/1 min walk, 
or the direct distance from the 
school to the closest tram sta-
tion is 200m/2 min walk

Two of the most popular open pre-schools observed in 
Stockholm city are closely connected to the public transit. The 
convenience to reach the public transport is a determinative 
character of these places. Parents/adults usually go to open 
pre-school with strollers. making it accessible is crucial. in these 
two cases, open pre-schools are located in the public parks with 
rich green areas surrounding it, and have waterfront views. Safe 
pedestrian paths for walking and strolling can be found in both 
cases. There are also extended recreation places in proximity to 
the open pre-schools.

FIGURe 2.3.1.3   the ReLAtIoN betweeN the 
opeN pRe-SchooLS ANd pUbLIc tRANSpoRt

the school

subway station bus station

street structure

radius of from the school to the closest subway
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B B

T

T

B B
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pre-schools (1-6 years old)

Six pre-schools have been selected as case studies: Paletten, 
Olympen, instrumentet, Stockholm international montessori 
School (STimS), Pipmakaran and Vågen. An overview of each of 
the schools basic information can be found in the table (see on 
next page), and the focused case descriptions in the pages that 
follow.  

The urban environments in which the six selected pre-schools are 
located consist of parks, old and new residential, campus zone. 
Three pre-schools (Paletten, Olympen and instrumentet) are 
located in relatively new residential areas within older established 
neighborhoods in the city. The sites are transformed from the 
former industrial land use. Three other pre-schools (Pipmakaren, 
STimS and Vågen) are located in park areas, with working and 
living blocks around it. The six pre-schools each represent a dif-
ferent pedagogic approach as well as other characteristics. Each 
share a common trait of being within 10 minute walking distance 
to the subway. With the exception of Paletten which was built by 
a private developer, the other five pre-schools have been built by 
the municipality, and all the pre-schools are owned by the state. 
Pre-school Olympen, STimS, and Pipmakaren are private operated 
while the others are run under the municipality. Since 2015, the 
city has integrated the separate queue systems of public and pri-
vate schools into one. Parents can register online for their children 
and see ratings and reports of the school’s performance. (www.
stockholm.se)
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paletten

olympen

Instrumentet

stIms

vågen

pipmakaren

schools buIlt tIme peDagogy locatIon characters
prIvate/
publIc

built in 2007-2010, 
opened on 2010.08

renovated in 2007-
2010, 
opened on 2010.08

built in 2010-2012, 
opened on 2013.01

built in 1855-1871 
as mental hospital, 
renovated in 1995, 
opened as the 
school in 2009

built in 2013, 
opened in 2013. 11

built in late 1970/
early 1980, 
opened as Pyss-
lingen school chain 
in the 80s

reggio-emilia

”education in 
motion”, sports, 
language

features in langu-
age, mathmatics

montessori, interna-
tional school with a 
chinese profi le

traditional

Bornholmsmodellen 
and Reggio emilia

public

public

public

public

private

private

two-fl oor bright yellow wooden building 
curve lined the shape of palette;
schoolyard expended into the forest; 
public parks and playground in walking 
distance

three-to-four-fl oor red brick building 
which was preserved from its industrial 
use earlier;
schoolyard is relatively small but 
housing estate’s and neighborhood’s 
playgrounds in vicinity 

on the bottom fl oor of new built modern 
apartment building(nine-fl oor);
schoolyard adapt from the housing yard, 
space and condition are limited but 
neighborhood’s  playground and open 
green space nearby

three-to-four-fl oor yellow plastered 
brick building which was previously a 
mental health hospital;
schoolyard adapted from the outdoor 
yard surrounding the original building, 
no physical challenge objects in the 
yard but garden, public parks and 
playgrounds are in vicinity

two-fl oor greenish wooden prefabrica-
ted temporary building;
schoolyard is part of the playground in 
the park planned and built in advance

one-fl oor red wooden building;
schoolyard fi lled with a variety of play 
equipment, settings and garden

between nature and industrial 
building; 
next door to primary school;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

beside the main local street; 
next to community parks and 
the stadium;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

in the end of the local street; 
close to nature and waterfront;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

within the campus (teachers 
training, primary schools, 
special schools, younth sports 
clubs, etc.); 
in the city park and close to 
waterfront;
in visible distance to public 
transportation

beside the main local street;
in the park and next to the 
stadium;
close to the primary school in 
the park area;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

inside the city park;
close to allotment garden, 
football pitch, waterfront and 
neighborhood’s playground;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

03

04

05

06

07

08

TABLE 2.3.1.4   FActS oF pReSchooLS ANd SchooLyARdS
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OLYmPEn 
Pre-school+primary school

PALETTEn
Pre-school

INStRUMeNtet
pre-school

pIpMAKAReN
Pre-school

STimS
Pre-school + primary school

VågEn
Pre-school

OLYmPEn 
situated in urban fabric planned in 1930s/ 
2000s

PALETTEn
situated in urban fabric planned in 1930s 

INStRUMeNtet
situated in urban fabric planned  in 1930s/ 
2000s

pIpMAKAReN
situated in urban fabric planned in 1930s

STimS
situated in urban fabric planned in 
1880s/1920s/1980s/1990s

VågEn
situated in urban fabric planned in 1970s 29
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paletten: pre-school
Different perspectives, shared values03

Paletten pre-school is one of the most mo-
dern kindergartens in Sweden. The plot of the 
school is in the end of a local street. it’s on the 
edge of a major industrial complex including 
the Swedish University college of Art, crafts 
and Design, Ericsson Telecommunication 
Company former headquarters and a couple 
of warehouses and is adjacent to a strip of 
woods. The long and narrow site in the indu-
strial background set a major challenge to the 
school planning and design.  

The surrounding neighborhood Lm-Staden 
is built during 30s with linear placed functio-
nalist small apartments. it is green classed by 
Stockholm City museum, and has become a 
popular neighborhood during recent decade 
with a creative identity. The demand and de-
velopment of housing, service and education 
felicities is increasing steadily.

view from the main entrance   

studio on the first floor (pink as the theme color)
photo/credit: Tham & Videgård Arkitekter

central area of one of the departments on the second floor 
(green as the theme color)
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Sara, parent

Bengt, 
landscape architect

Lars, 
municipal offi cer

Liselotte, 
school director

Dag, developer

The kids are quite happy with the yard, but they 
often get themselves quite muddy during rainy seasons 
due to the fl oor material or construction matters. I 
don’t care much, but some parents do as I know.

The school building has very special design. The color 
is very bright. All those make easy to fi nd the school.  We’ve kept the big trees which 

exited from the area, and planted 
new apple tress in the yard. There 
are a lot of efforts putting into 
changing the terrain of the site in 
order to enhance the safety and 
enjoyment of playing in the yard for 
young children.

We do cooperate with the archi-
tects of the school building closely 
by sharing the same vision of buil-
ding something creative.There are two levels of schoolyards. 

Normally small children play at the lower 
level which is more fl at and safe.The 
big fl ower shape sandbox is my favorite 
part,it engages children in many ways. 

Many people recognize our school by its 
special architecture design.It’s never 
been a problem for me to attract good 
teachers to apply jobs here.

school director

The plot is kind of laid back in the 
industrial complex. We want to build the 
pre-school not feeling been squeezed and 
limited. We look for something that looks 
different and add aesthetic value to the 
area. Hence, the vision is to create the 
built environment of the pre-school in a 
most creative way. 

municipal offi cer

In earlier design phase, there were teachers 
involved in the work with architects to try to in-
terpret up-to-date understanding of Reggio-Emilia 
pedagogy in architecture design.

The original schoolyard is be concern as small, so 
that the municipality have arranged to extend the 
yard in the forest and rent it for the school.

municipal offi cer

We love the schoolyard in 
the woods most. It has so 
much environmental educa-
tion meaning to the children. 
The school sometimes invites 
us parents to join picnic with 
our children in the yard when 
weather is good.We really 
appreciate it. 

The school applies a popular 
pedagogy Reggio-Emilia which 
focus on developing child’s 
self awareness and team work 
capacity. We think that’s very 
important.

Thérèse, parent

Eric, parent

Architecture design follows pedagogy reveals the trend of Swedish pre-schools Architecture design follows pedagogy reveals the trend of Swedish pre-schools 
development. Parents care for the physical environment of the schools as well as the development. Parents care for the physical environment of the schools as well as the 
pedagogy and curriculum. The appearance of the pre-school is loved by some adults pedagogy and curriculum. The appearance of the pre-school is loved by some adults 
and disliked by others. The closeness to nature or nature as part of the schoolyard is and disliked by others. The closeness to nature or nature as part of the schoolyard is 
attractive to children and adults.  
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The Olympen school plot is preserved from 
an old warehouse in the neighborhood. A 
private school chain has rented the building 
and adapted it into a combination of pre-
school and primary school with half open 
yard. The school building is located along 
one main local street and vehicle can reach 
its four sides. new apartment buildings 
surround the school and there a community 
playground in about 10 meters distance 
from it. 

Café, restaurants, crafts studios and 
boutiques are near the pre-school within 
the block. There is an indoor gym and an 
outdoor stadium in proximity to the school 
where teachers bring students to during 
school days as one of the profile curriculum.

the closest playground to the school (housing yard)

view from the main entrance (schooyard infront)

street view of Olympen school (framed) 

olympen: pre-school+prImary school
Integrated planning to reuse existing resources04
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exterior traffi c fl ow of olympen school Olympen school location

The pre-school is located in the 
center of the residential block 
alone the main local street.It’s 
very easy to fi nd and recognize.

Both of my kids are in this school, 
and we travel two stops from Lil-
jeholmen to Telefonplan by sub-
way every day. It is the closest 
international school that was avai-
lable for us, since we didn’t get a 
place for the one we wanted to go 
at the place we live.  

The mix of old and new residential makes neighborhoods 
more interesting and active. I heard there will be an Eng-
lish school open here just opposite street to the Olympen 
school. I wish it could work out well, so my daughter can 
go there afterward.    

Jonas, parent

I grew up in this neighborhood. I am 
really glad to see that some old houses 
have been preserved and made into a 
school and apartments, and the identity 
of this place has been enhanced.  

Mia, parent

Emma, parent

I drive my kids to school everyday, since 
the public transportation is not convenient 
from Årsta to Telefonplan. We found the 
school because it was close to my husband’s 
former offi ce - Ericsson. 

Although his new offi ce is at a different 
location,we still choose to stay with this 
school since the kids work quite well with 
the teachers and friends. So I still drive 
them to school everyday, and the father 
takes public transportation.  

There are trade-offs of building a new school in a neighborhood. factors 
as location, size of the schoolyard, heritage architecture conservation and 
renovation, neighborhood identity are weighed differently by different 
stakeholders. however, universally people like pre-schools close to home. 
People also can adapt themselves to the circumstance once the child feels 
comfortable with the school.

Josefi n, 
school teacher

We walk our daughter to school almost 
every day, sometimes she takes her kic 
bike or bike to school.  

Luckily we got a bigger apartment in the 
same neighborhood, so my daughter can 
have her own room. It’s so costly to buy 
an apartment in the city, and it´s not gua-
ranteed that there would be a good school at 
where we are happy and can afford to live. 
To change school which our child is happy 
about is the last thing we want to do.  

Jan, parent

Elizabeth, 
local resident

We always tell the parents/adults to close 
the gate after they drop in /pick up their 
children. As teachers we have great pres-
sure to prevent the children from running 
out of the gates to the streets since the-
re is a vehicle lane surrounding the school. 
We´ve just avoided a danger that could 
have happen during the past week. 

Direct distance from 
subway to the pre-school 
approximately:
280m/3 min by walk

vehicle fl ow/directions
walking fl ow
entrence to the school building
entrance to the school yard
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view from the main entrance
(ground floor of the new residential building)

the central area of one department

The pre-school is located in northwest unit 
of the ground floor of a new built residen-
tial complex (completed in 2011).  The main 
entrance is on the north side and through the 
schoolyard along the local pedestrian road 
which is above the schoolyard and building 
ground level. 

There is a sink built at the changing area right 
after entering the school building. This is an 
improvement of the pre-school design accor-
ding to the school director i have interviewed. 
She also points out that this is more practical 
and also provides a social setting at where 
children and people encounter and learn from 
each other. 

The three departments each have an open 
space as their general classroom (some with 
an extra smaller room). A kitchen (water) is 
available in each department. Excellent natu-
ral lighting is an outstanding character of the 
classrooms.  

Instrumentet: pre-school
Mix-used residential building with the school on the ground floor05
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new apartment complex

neighborhood 
playground/park

school rating on the city’s 
website

entrance area

You know, the schoolyard was like a commu-
nity garden with vivid vegetations when the 
school started. But we quickly realize small 
children don’t play with plants, so that the 
municipality has to invest a second time to 
re-do the schoolyard. The solution was 
rather simple-took away some vegetation and 
made running ramps and a sandbox instead. 
However it functions for children.  

Free standing pre-schools are 
much better than the ones in 
the bottom fl oor of apartment 
buildings, because the space is 
easier to use and manage.

The schoolyard is too small for 
all the children here. We have 
to go to the neighborhood’s 
playgrounds and parks often. 
But the neighborhood’s play-
ground normally do not have 
fence that is a problem for our 
teachers. 

Such sloppy terrain of our 
schoolyard sometimes creates 
danger for the small child-
ren. During winter or raining 
days, the mud slides down and    
made our limited yard even 
less inspiring. Many parents 
may not know that the schoo-
lyard only has few sunlight 
hours during the dark winter.   

Liljeholmen-Hägersten has the highest fi gure of new built residential 
buildings. We have to encourage to plan mix-use complex and to integrate 
the pre-schools in the residential buildings. As we know, parents like pre-
schools close to home, and children can play alone in the courtyard where 

parents can see their children while they stay home. 

We prefer the bottom fl oor as pre-schools rather than putting pre-
schools at upper levels. Suffi cient lighting is prioritized while allocating 
schools inside the residential.    

My daughter goes to 
the daycare center 
just downstairs in our 
apartment building. 
It’s really convenient.I 
am very satisfi ed 
with the school, and 
especially appreciate 
the hard work of the 
school teachers. They 
do excursion almost 
every day, since the 
school playground is 
too small.

marie, parent

maria, school director

Teachers are the key of a good school. Design can stimulate children to enjoy 
and benefi t more from their school experience, which is still led by their teacher’s 
performance and relations with their peers.  A well-designed school building would 
not function without passionate teachers. ‘Over-design’ could easily take away the 
opportunity of child to use the built environment. 

Lars, 
municipal offi cer
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view from the west side of STimS

park outside of STimS students sliding in the park , STimS

STimS-Stockholm international montessori School is located in the Konradsberg campus on 
Kungsholmen. The campus is a complex of teachers’ training center, special schools, primary 
schools, pre-schools, grammar schools/students sports club etc. that is owned by Skolfastigheter. 
STimS is a privately run school, which offers places for pre-school and primary school children (age 
1 to age 15).  The school building is transformed from a former mental health hospital which was 
built in mid 1800s.   

the school sits in the park and in conjunction to Rålambshovsparken. Subway and bus stations are 
in walking distance to the school, which attracts students from nearby and further neighborhoods. 
Student can observe the seasons through the park every day at their classroom.  They often play 
and have activities in the park as part of the everyday education.   

stIms: pre-school +prImary school
reuse of a heritage existing building and transformation to a new function06
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Transforming or changing the outdoor environment to a proper schoolyard is the 
major challenge for schools which adopt historical building that were previously 
built for other functions, since heritage building conservation is strict. Location and 
building quality are the main attractiveness’s when school organizations look for a 
place to operate a school. 
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Fakta: 20 skolorna med högst betyg

För behörighet till gymnasiet krävs godkänt i matematik, engelska, svenska eler 
svenska som andraspråk. Utöver detta måste eleven ha godkänt i fler än´mnen. Till 
yrkesprogram måste eleverna ha godkänt i ytterligare fem ämnen, till
högskoleförberedande program krävs ytterligare nio ämnen.

Genomsnittligt meritvärde för hela landet är 214,8. Observera att en del skolor 
faller bort i statistiken eftersom de har så få elever.

Källa: Skolverket (TT)

Skola                                      Genomsnittligt
meritvärde   

 Kommun Skolform

 289.5

289.4

288.3

282.2

282.1
281.1

279.7

278.5
278.3
277.2

275.8

275

274.9
273.9

273.5

273.2
273.1

271.5
270.6
270.4

 Stockholm

 Stockholm

 Stockholm

 Stockholm

Lidingö
Nacka

Nacka

Malmö
Stockholm

Friskola

Vellinge

Malmö

Stockholm
Stockholm

Stockholm

Solna
Lund

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

Friskola

Friskola

Friskola

Friskola

Friskola
Friskola

Kommunal

Friskola
Kommunal

Friskola

Friskola

Friskola
Friskola

Friskola

Friskola
Friskola

Kommunal
Kommunal

Friskola
 

1. Stockholms
international 
Montessoriskola
2. Fredrikshovs slotts
skola
3. Enskilda gymnasiet,
grundskola
4. Engelska Skolan
Norr
5. Futuraskolan Lidingö
6. Kunshapsskolan
Saltsjöbaden
7. Adolf Fredriks
musikklasser
8. Videdals privatskolor
9. Höglandsskolan
10. Musikskolan lilla
Akademien
11. Skanör Falsterbo
Montessoriskola
12. Europaportens
grundskola
13. Carlssons skola
14. Franska 
Skolan/Ecole francaise
15. Engelska Skolan i 
Bromma
16. Alfaskolan
17. Bilingual
Montessori School of 
Lund
18. Äppelviksskolan
19. Utbildning Silverdal
20. Täby Friskola-
Enhagen

Yolanda, parent

Jonas, parent

Stephanie, parents

Jill, 
school director

The school has a very interesting 
curriculum and its students’ acade-
mic performance is the highest of 
the nation.   I have faith in their pe-
dagogy and believe our children will 
have rich harvest from the school, 
although it takes time for them to 
adapt to the school’s special routine 
at the beginning. 

Our parents group has 
discussed so much on how to 
make a better schoolyard in 
this case. Many ideas have 
gathered through Facebook 
communication. We hope 
the school shares the same 
interest and commitment 

as us. 

It takes us half an hour more from door to door 
in between home and school, comparing if we 
choose the school close by our apartment. But I 
think it’s worth to do it, since we can easily keep 
the children in the same school from kindergarten 
to primary school and stay close with their friends. 
The school is close to city center and public trans-
portation, so it is convenient to travel to even if 
we move home to a further place.

The physical environment is extremely important for a 
Montesorri school as we are aware of. The calm and peaceful 
park surrounding our school represents the character of our 
schools. Parents and children are grateful for it. 

We like the building and its location, so we renovated it to 
a school environment based on our many years experience 
of running a school. The disadvantage is that not all rooms 
have access to water, but we fi nd ways to solve it. We also 
educate our staff to understand how to use the space and 
environment.

 schoolyard on the southwest corner of 
the school building

environment outside the school

Swedish nationella provet” /
PiSA test

the school (STimS)
students apartments
Stockholm City
special schools

Reggio emilia Institute
vehicle lane
pedestrain
Express

subway line
subway station
bus stop

STimS school/ Campus Konradsberg location

Direct distance from 
subway to the school 
approximately:
150m/1 min by walk
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staircase living room of a department doors and aisles

view of Vågen from south side

Pre-school Vågen is a contemporary pre-fabricated wooden building used as a solution for pre-
schools to meet the neighborhood’s demand amid increasing residential population.  it is placed 
in a park and playground, in conjunction with other pre-schools and primary schools. The play-
ground outside was planned and designed before the school. It results in a temporary benefit that 
a schoolyard could be provided as part of the playground programme.

The indoor environment applies the latest standard model of SiSAB. Each department has a living 
room with open kitchen and dining area, play room and toilets. An independent school kitchen 
with its own entrance is built within the house. fixed and mobile furniture are all made of wood. 
Natural and artificial lighting are sufficient in every classroom including teachers’ administration 
room. the floor has applied sound-absorbing material.

vågen: pre-school
temporary solution (with high functionality)  07
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pre-school Vågen

john, 
parent

emma, local resident

anna, 
school teacher

I like to bring 
my child to the 
playground in the 
morning when there 
is not much children 
using it, since she 
is still very small. I 
do see the new pre-
school next to the 
playground, and have 
signed my child in 
the queue for that 
school. It would be 
really convenient if 
she can receive a 
place there later.

The park is smaller 
after pre-schools and 
those temporary buildings 
built in here. Is park and 
nature supposed to be 
used like this?  

The teachers working area is placed on the 
ground fl oor and has a door to the schoolyard. 

The rooms for teachers to do administration The rooms for teachers to do administration 
and documentation work have good lighting. and documentation work have good lighting. 
There is a living room outside the offi ce There is a living room outside the offi ce 
rooms at where teachers to take turns to rooms at where teachers to take turns to 
rest during a day work. But there is no toilet rest during a day work. But there is no toilet rest during a day work. But there is no toilet 
except in the department area.except in the department area.

ramp to the school entrance schoolyard

playground Lekboskénoffi ce area/suffi cient natural lighting

plan of Kristineberg Slottparken     credit: nivå Landskapsarkitektur AB

primary school in the same park fi eld

Locating pre-school in the neighborhood park presents a dilemma - it is positive 
to children and parents attending that school, but maybe questionable to local resi-
dents or park authorities. Planning pre-schools that have proximity to playgrounds 
and public transportation is highly attractive and appreciated by parents, teachers 
and children.  

The pre-school 
is a temporary 
buildling. The 
schoolyard is 
planned and 
built within 
the playground 
programme of 
the area, not by 
the pre-school’s 
builders. However 
the location of 
the temporary 
pre-school is 
popular among 
parents.

margarita, 
school director
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view from the schoolyard on the south side of 
the school

room view of younger children group

gym/activity room

room for resting/sleeping

changing area in conjuction to the department room

pipmakaren is a local pre-school of the first and 
largest private school chain, Pysslingen, in Sweden. 
it is located in Tantolund (allotment garden & city 
park) and originally built in late 1970s and repre-
sents a classic Swedish nursery school prototype.

The school is highly accessible from all directions 
within the neighborhood. it is close to public trans-
portation transfer and has no vehicle lane around 
the school. ”Every room has a view” is perhaps the 
most outstanding quality of the school building. 
Different building entrances are planned for dif-
ferent age students groups, parents and staffs. The 
well designed yard has a careful selection of vege-
tation and a variety of play settings and gardening.  

The built environment of the pre-school has been 
well maintained from the 1970s. There is pressure, 
however, to meet current energy standards and 
educational means and exams for the building.

pIpmakaren: pre-school
well-maintained classic evolves, but stands test of time08
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karin, parent

anders, parent

maarit, 
school director

I was quite excited 
to find a pre-school 
located in a park 
for my child. There 
is lots of outdoor 
place to play and 
their curriculum is 
attractive to us. 
We feel happy with 
the school. It is a 
distance from home 
to school but we can 
manage.

We enjoy living in this neigh-
borhood. It is close to public 
tranportation, nature, park 
and allotment garden. There 
is a nice pre-school close by, 
although our child didn’t get a 
place there. 

The most agreed advantage of our school is 
that it is located in the park,close to public 
transportation but no vehicle traffic around the 
school. 

Children can easily observe the change of sea-
son since each room has a view of the park. 

good choice of location of pre-schools builds in a permanent advantage through 
time. pre-schools which are placed in the park have a major environmental benefit. 
Quality pre-schools, recreation areas and nature are desirable factors for residents 
whom look for neighborhood to live.

park/waterfront outside of the school

schoolyard

students’ artwork on the 
window, view  for inside

football pitch next to the school

neighborhood playground outside of  
pre-school pipmarkaren

allotment garden next to pre-school 
pipmarkaren

The schoolyard is 
quite spacious. There 
is a variety of play 
and social settings in 
the yard. There is also 
nice shaded area in 
the yard which is need 
for our school since 
it’s exposed in the 
open air through the 
seasons.

Anna, parent
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The matrix below shows the orientation and layout of the school 
buildings, as well as the relation and proportion of school buil-
dings and schoolyards. The school buildings of the two privately 
run schools (Olympen and STimS) are adopted from other 
functions. The combination of pre-school and primary school 
makes their scale bigger and their schoolyards are relatively 
limited, although public parks and playgrounds are in proximity. 
Instrumentet utilizes the bottom fl oor of the apartment building, 
its schoolyard is also limited and not suitable due to the deep 
terrain. The other three cases are designed as pre-school, and 
Vågen is a prefabricated temporary pre-school building with 
the smallest schoolyard although the pre-school itself located in 
the playground surrounded by a park. Pre-school Paletten and 
Pipmakaren have better equipped and bigger schoolyards among 
the six cases.

Paletten (pre-school) instrumentet (pre-school)

Vågen (pre-school) Pipmakaren (pre-school)

Olympen (pre-school+primary school)

Olympen (pre-school+primary 
school+recreation center)

school schoolyard

FIGURe 2.3.1.5   ThE PLAn Of ThE SChOOL 
bUILdINGS ANd SchooLyARdS
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the traffi c around the school area has the greatest effects on 
the safety of children’s mobility. Sound and air pollution from 
the traffi c also have strong impact on children’s health and 
well-being, and all the cases selected here meet the Swedish 
standard. traffi c separation has been applied in all the cases 
expect pre-school Olympen which is located along the main local 
street and has a vehicle lane surrounding it. its advantages and 
disadvantages have been discussed in earlier analysis. Pre-school 
Pipmakaren has the fewest vehicles in its proximity area, and 
STimS has the second least. They have a similar character of 
the location - inside the public park. Paletten, instrumentet and 
Vågen all has one side connected with the local vehicle lane/main 
local street, and the other three sides are main pedestrian paths. 

instrumentet

Pipmakaren

Olympen

Vågen

Paletten

STimS

the school entrance Pedestrain
Vehicle lane

FIGURe 2.3.1.6   the tRFFIc eNVIRoNMeNt oF 
ThE SChOOLS
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PALETTEn
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 410m/
4 minute walk

STimS
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 140m/
2 minute walk

VågEn
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 250m/
3 minute walk

pIpMAKAReN
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 330m/
3 minute walk

INStRUMeNtet
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 350m/
3 minute walk

OLYmPEn
The direct distance from the school to 
the closest subway is 250m/
2 minute walk

The schools studied here all meet the alternative users’ expecta-
tions of the allocation of schools: proximity to public transport. 
The averagely distance of the school to the closest subway is 
140-400 meters, equal to roughly a five minute walk. there are 
also different bus lines in proximity to the schools. Although 
a pre-school serves for its neighborhood’s children as priority 
according to the city’s schooling policy, the fact that schools 
are close to public transfer provides options for parents and 
children, especially for those whom live in neighborhoods which 
have increasing numbers of residents and booming new born 
populations. it also provides convenience to teachers who live 
in other parts of city and travel to work. Special schools such 
as international ones, or schools with a high profile can attract 
parents and children that live further away. Proximity to public 
transport then is an advantage which reduces private car driving 
journeys to schools.    

FIGURe 2.3.1.7  the ReLAtIoN betweeN the 
SchooLS ANd pUbLIc tRANSpoRt

the school

bus stop  subway station

street structure

radius of from the school to the closest subway

T

T

B B

T

T

B B
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The selected case studies reveal similarities and differences 
between the pre-school buildings  and schoolyards. Locating 
pre-schools close to public transportation especially for speciali-
zed schools can be found in all eight cases. planning or expecting 
pre-schools in proximity to major office areas, for instance near 
large companies and campuses, can be found in the cases and 
logically follows parents desires for convenience, according to the 
interviewees. Permanent or temporary pre-schools located inside 
parks or featuring vivid playgrounds receive strong appreciation. 
Several educators interviewed in the study preferred strongly that 
pre-schools are free standing and small scale. however the idea 
of combining pre-schools and primary schools and even middle 
schools into one is growing in recent years, due to the pressure 
of increasing density and required targets for financial efficiency. 
nevertheless whether this is a positive trend or not is still deba-
ted. Some parents claim that keeping the child at the same school 
environment is a benefit as the children can stay close with their 
established friends and schoolmates. 

Bigger schoolyards can be found in older (open) pre-schools 
as case 01, 08. There is less opportunity to argue for bigger 
schoolyards at recently opened pre-school. There is a prevailing 
approach  of locating pre-schools close to existing public parks 
and playgrounds in neighborhood, or build bigger well-equipped 
neighborhood playgrounds for local residents to share with pre-
schools. it found that the interest in the school building with loca-
tion is prior to the schoolyard when building a pre-school. Several 
experts interviewed claimed that privately run school chains prefer 
to adapt existing buildings rather building new ones. This is be-
cause there is little interests from private developers to build pre-
schools in Stockholm, and it is more practical in terms of time in 
order to quickly meet the current growing demand. in Stockholm, 
one teacher per three to five children is the recommended figure 
of staff density; and 10m2/child is the average number of indoor 
and outdoor space density for pre-schools.  
   
in proximity to pre-schools’ entrance should be vehicle free, and 
give priority to pedestrians. Children are encouraged to walk or 
bike to pre-schools accompanied with adults, and for younger 
children, the majority of the research cases go to school by strol-
lers. Natural and artificial lighting is crucial for the pre-schools, 
in meanwhile, lighting pollution need to be avoided since young 
children are more sensitive but not easy for them to tell. fixed, 
flexible and fleeting design approach are needed for pre-schools, 
since there are special occasions, ceremonies and festivals hosting 
at schools, where the environment need to accommodate child-
ren, parents, teachers and relevant adults. 

summary of schools & schoolyards
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6. Jay Beckwith is one of the “fathers of the modern playground”. (www.playgroundpro-
fessionals.com) 

”A creative playground is only half a creative 
space; it’s also a creative attitude.  And we’re 
changing attitudes as much as we’re changing 
spaces.” ---- Jay Beckwith6

PlaYGrounDs & ParKs



2.2.2 playgrounDs & parks

The eight case studies in this chapter represent some of the most 
popular playgrounds in Stockholm city, crossing four municipali-
ties. The playgrounds are all built or regenerated after 2000, but 
the parks and open green spaces which the playgrounds are part of 
have a long history. Rather than having themes, those playgrounds 
feature various special characteristics through the equipment, ma-
terial and the settings that refl ect different play concepts. they all 
take advantage of their location and interact with their land condi-
tions such as typography, water view, woods and narratives, which 
result in their uniqueness. The playgrounds in proximity to housing 
estates are used more by local children and adults, though it seems 
they also attract residents and visitors from further neighborhoods 
in the city for day trips due to their playfulness, quality and accessi-
bility. case 11 and 12 has play leaders for organizing play activities 
(“parklek” in Swedish) with a service house at the playgrounds; case 
10 and 15 has a service stand as a convenience store at the play-
grounds. The other four cases share the service facilities i.e. food & 
drinks and toilets from their local neighborhood. most important, 
in all the cases the parks are well maintained and continue to re-
ceive increasing users.

In brief: playgrounds, parks and the city 

Playgrounds and parks are important public spaces for everyday 
life and especially so for families with children. in Stockholm, the 
suffi cient open land reserved for parks and green space has resul-
ted in a large park system with great accessibility. Town planners 
and architects take account of the distribution of playgrounds in 
different neighborhoods in accordance to commitment of local 
municipalities. There are playground area in each park as almost 
a tradition although their popular levels are different, at the same 
time there are about two kinds of playground spread in the neigh-
borhoods: many small playgrounds with fewer equipment within 
the residential blocks; bigger playgrounds with a variety of play 
settings in the neighborhood serves for local residents by a radius 
of 400 hundred meters or more (playgrounds, the ARchItect and 
Building news, 10 June 1954). The recent urban development trend 
of densifi cation, results in fewer but larger playgrounds with more 
equipments and settings in many of  Stockholm’s neighborhoods, 
in comparison with the situation ten or fi fteen years ago (Mårtens-
son, 2010 ). Both parks and playgrounds have grown and changed 
naturally though time. There are some private parks rented out to 
the public, bigger playground areas that have expanded in a public 
park, and playgrounds either in parks or local neighborhoods are 
often renovated or upgraded at different times.

The recognition and commitment for playgrounds and parks is due 
to the pursuit of healthy living and particularly the need of exer-
cising in the fresh air, for both adults and children. The topic of 
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playground is even more popular, since many researchers found 
out that play offers tremendous value to children, and children’s 
right to play is included in the Article 31 of the Convention on the 
Rights of the child which recognizes: 

”Children have the right to relax and play, and to join in a wide
range of cultural, artistic and other recreational activities.” (UNIceF, 
1989) 

It’s been claimed that Article 31 is also most difficult one to in-
terpret in practice, which ties to the level of understanding and 
the reality of the fragmented cities. Some critique the concept 
and need of specially assigned places to be deemed playgrounds 
and regard this development with skepticism. Ward (1978) argues 
that one should be able to play everywhere, easily, loosely, and 
not forced into a “playground” or “park”. Cunningham and Jones 
(1999, cited in freeman and Tranter, 2011) take the argument a 
step further and call the playground “a confession of the failure of 
city planning”. The assertion that planners must understand how to 
make cities and neighborhoods in their entirety a place for play and 
children’s engagement is a valid point: it is best not to only rely on 
playgrounds and the only spaces where children feel comfortable. 

At the same time, most cities do choose to build playgrounds and, 
in Stockholm, most parents interviewed go to these parks and play-
grounds almost every day during the time children are between 
home and school in Stockholm. A large factor driving this is the 
existence and accessibility of those facilities. Children develop their 
physical strength and skills, make social contacts with other child-
ren and engage their imaginations through role-playing and pre-
tending. A good playground invites and stimulates children’s play, 
as well as being of high enjoyment for parents and adults whom 
can naturally have fruitful dialogues with their children and other 
adults without hard trying. 

in addition to parents, schools also bring children to public parks 
and playgrounds as an exciting way to be outdoors and physically 
active. In some case as mentioned in the case study of the first 
category, some pre-schools are located in parks and some schools 
go to parks and playgrounds nearby in the neighborhood as com-
pensation to their limited schoolyards. Sometimes, those attractive 
parks and playgrounds are the destinations for the excursion of 
the schools from near and far. This means some of most popu-
lar playgrounds can receive unexpected load of visitors and users 
even during the weekdays. All these explains public parks and play-
grounds are in heavily use in Stockholm, therefore maintenance 
and service of public parks and playgrounds is not an optional but 
necessary action, which needs to be accounted for in the budge of 
the city and appreciated by its citizens. In the following study, it ex-
plores eight cases of the most attractive existing facilities providing 
the opportunity for children to play. 
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FIGURe 2.2.2.1   MAp oF pLAyGRoUNdS ANd pARKS cASe StUdIeS  

Bryggartäppan

Lekboskén

Rålambshovs parklek

Lurparken

Blockriket

Vasaparkens Parklek

fruktparken

Lugnetparken
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tAbLe 2.2.2.2  FActS oF the pUbLLIc pARKS & pLAyGRoUNdS

lekboskén

bryggartäppan

rålambshovs 
parklek

vasaparks 
parklek

lurparken

Fruktlekparken

lugnet parklek

blockriket

parks & play-
graounDs buIlt tIme locatIon characters scale

built in 2013

built in 2012

park built in 1950s, 
playground 
renewed/expanded 
in 2005

park built in 1990s, 
playground built in 
2004-2006

built in 1998,
refurbished in 2014

renewed/expanded  
in 2010

built in 2011 

built in 2009

inside the park;
close to primary schools, planned 
and temporary pre-school;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

urban courtyard which renovated 
from an “abandoned” park; 
in the popular  neighborhood;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

in the park of the central city; 
close to waterfront; 
in walking distance to public 
transportation

in the park of the central city;
close to city attractions; 
in walking distance to public 
transportation

inside city park;
close to waterfront and district 
shopping center where also has 
the(children’s) clinic; 
in visible distance to public trans-
portation

in neighborhood’s pocket park/
forest;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

neighborhood’s park/forest;
in walking distance to public 
transportation

on top of the hill, abundant railway 
tracks going through; 
visible and accessible to people live 
in the area but not to people from 
other neighborhoods and elsewhere;
in distance to public transportation

local/city

local/city

local/city

local/city

local

local

city

city

colorful customized handmade play equipments featur-
ing animals and plants;
mainly made of wood, partially steel; 
artifi cial plastic fl oor;
fence for younger children play area;
no toilet, service stand;
benches and recycling bins

customized handmade scenographical settings referen-
ced site specifi c children’s literature, made of  recycled 
architecture material from demolished old buildings;
mainly in wood, metal, stone, bricks and concrete;
dirt fl oor;
a lower height fence with two gates;
a food service stand, no toilet;
benches, seats, picnic tables sets and recycling bins

combination of prefabricated commercial play equip-
ments, handmade play settings(made with children), 
mainly  made from metal and wood;
a paddling pool and fi eld for spots in larger park area 
close by; 
fl oor covered with dirt, sand and  asphalt;
no fence;
one toilet and food(children) service contained in the 
service house of parklek(organized play and activities 
with attendants );
benches, bbQ stove, picnic table sets and recycling bins

prefabricated play settings featuring sports/movements;
mainly made of metal and wood; 
outdoor water spray setting;
colorful artifi cial material covering sloppy terrain, fl at  
asphalt fl oor for ball game and biking areas, wooden 
fl oor for the younger children play area;
no fence;
one toilet and food(children) service contained in the 
service house of parklek(organized play and activities 
with attendants );
benches, bbQ stove, picnic table sets and recycling bins

colorful customized handmade play sculptures featuring 
fruits;
mainly made of metal and synthetic material;
artifi cial fl oor material;
no fence;
no toilet  or service stand;
benches and recycling bins

customized handmade play settings featuring 
movements and communications/sound, few pieces of 
commercial play equipments;
mainly made of  metal; 
dirt fl oor;
no fence;
no toilet  or service stand;
benches and recycling bins

prefabricated commercial play facilities; 
mainly made of metal and wood;
a padding pool and football pitch;
dirt fl oor;
no fence;
a service house  with toilet and food(children);  
benches, bbQ stove, picnic table sets and recycling bins

climbing and walking/running settings featuring logs 
and rocks;
made of wood, metal and mirrors; 
tree house and animal sculpture designed with children;
dirt fl oor;
no fence;
no toilet  or service stand;
benches, seats, picnic table sets and recycling bins
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LEKBOSKÉn
situated in Kristinebergsslottsparken

LEKBOSKÉn

FRUKtpARKeN
situated in Trekantsparken

FRUKtpARKeN

bRyGGARtÄppAN
situated in Södermalm neighborhood

bRyGGARtÄppAN

LURpARKeN
situated in telefonplan neighborhood

LURpARKeN

RÅLAMbShoVS pARKLeK
situated in Rålambshovsparken

RÅLAMbShoVS pARKLeK

LUGNet pARKLeK
situated in Västertorsparken

LUGNet pARKLeK

VASApARKeN pARKLeK
situated in Vasaparken

VASApARKeN pARKLeK

bLocKRIKet
situated in årstadal neighborhood

bLocKRIKet
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I bring my child to this park and playground quite often during my parental 
leave, since it’s really easy to get here from my apartment. It’s quite crowded 
such as in the afternoons or certain hours during the weekend if the weather 
is good. When there are many people playing here,it’s fascinating to the child. 
When there are less people, like just my child and me, I could sit down and 
relax, and let the child to crawl around. I like both of the feelings.Johan, parent

Emma, parent

”A new playground is a fitting place that 
describes our policies well. We are a party 
that really gives priority to a major investment 
in pre-schools and schools.”-- A politician 
chose to meet with media interview at the 
playground Lekbosén. He has been elected 
as party leader in Kungsholmen district af-
terward. (source:www.stockholmdirekt.se)

Arvid, politician

Lekboskén starts (from age 6 )

Kristinebergs Slottspark starts

Kristineberg subway station

One day I brought my son to visit my friends who live in 
Kristineberg. We saw a park standing right outside the 
subway station, and my son wanted to go in there immediately. 
He was surprised when he discovered a playground in the 
park. Back home,I told my wife that I felt Kristineberg was 
a family friendly neighborhood.   Joshua, parent

T

My daughter told me that Lekbo-
skén was her favorite playground. 
She had so much fun there with 
old friends and new friends.

lekboskÉn
unique playground adds value, character to neighborhood 09
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We´ve done the analysis and design 
of the whole area of Kristinebergs 
Slottspark since the project early 
stage. According to the  municipa-
lity, we learned there would be a 
temporary and permanent pre-school 
building in this park. Through com-
munications we gained knowledge 
of the land condition and different 
interests, then we proposed the idea 
of  Lekboskén, and called a specia-
lized producer to create Lekbosén 
together with us. 

The challenge for us is to imagine 
how to use the landscape to balance 
the different interests and bring 
out the best of the site, to serve 
for our children and residents. 

The schoolyard is part of the play-
ground Lekboskén. It was planned 
before the pre-school by the munici-
pality. Our pre-school is a temporary 
building, but it chooses a perfect 
location and takes good advantages 
from the park and playgrounds. We 
feel quite happy for it.

In Kristineberg area, there will be rising residential population 
from 7,000 to 20,000 and offices from 15,000 to 35,000. The 
demand for playgrounds is already on the table. 

At the beginning, our task of the Kristinebergs Slottpark project 
is to define the area for building the playground inside of the park. 
It has involved many stakeholders in the communication process.

The initial investment of building a quality playground is considera-
ble high, but not if you calculate the numbers per capita in a long 
term perspective. Quality is the key. 

Anna, school teacher

Jens, project manager

åsa, 
landscape architect

Jonas, 
landscape architect

Lekboskén (from age 6 )

Kristinebergs Slottspark illustration
credit: nivå Landskapsarkitektur AB

Lekboskén

Lekboskén (from age 3)

Lekboskén (from age 0/
inside the pre-school)

neighborhood playgrounds are one of most used space among places where 
children go to play outside of their home. Quality facilities are a worthwhile in-
vestment, for now and for the future. A safe place for play is a silver lining and a 
common good that can be agreed upon among many different interests competing 
ideas for land-use planning. Building up quality playground in and ahead time can 
add value and capacity for growth for a neighborhood.   
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Bryygartäppan during daytime
photo/credit: Lekplatsbolaget AB

Bryygartäppan during nighttime
photo/credit: Lekplatsbolaget AB

bryggartÄppan
Site-specifi c playground reactivates a forgotten urban courtyard10
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Building imaginative playgrounds can be a powerful therapy to treat decayed ur-Building imaginative playgrounds can be a powerful therapy to treat decayed ur-
ban tissues. It triggers the neighborhood revitalization and benefi ts the locals, city ban tissues. It triggers the neighborhood revitalization and benefi ts the locals, city 
residents and even tourists. The playground is not just a destination or show case residents and even tourists. The playground is not just a destination or show case 
to stimulate children’s play, but also could be seen as a concept of life in the city to stimulate children’s play, but also could be seen as a concept of life in the city 
and urban design. A good playground is a good public place and can be a piece and urban design. A good playground is a good public place and can be a piece 
of art. The best communication of different generations can be found in a good of art. The best communication of different generations can be found in a good 
playground as a natural meeting point.playground as a natural meeting point.

We want to create a dialogue between We want to create a dialogue between We want to create a dialogue between 
generations. Inspired by the beloved Swe-generations. Inspired by the beloved Swe-generations. Inspired by the beloved Swe-
dish author Per Anders Fogelström’s book 
”Heart of darkness”, we recreate a typical 
1800s Swedish town at child’s scale with a 
main function as playground by reusing the 
material from demolished old house. All the 
material is genuine and carefully treated  
to follow the safety standard.   We realize the playground 

is not just for children, but 
also for adults. While we were 
constructing on the site, many 
people followed us with interest. 
Sometimes, people walk in with a 
coffee and just sit in the sunshine 
and read. Sometimes I fi nd people 
driving from the suburbs to here 
just for feeding birds.What a 
playground can do is far from 
what we can imagine.   

We are very proud of the transformation of this 
”forgotten” urban corner park into something exci-
We are very proud of the transformation of this 
”forgotten” urban corner park into something exci-
We are very proud of the transformation of this 

ting for the children and adults - a playground. And 
”forgotten” urban corner park into something exci-
ting for the children and adults - a playground. And 
”forgotten” urban corner park into something exci-

I believe that it touches everyone’s heart of whom 
ting for the children and adults - a playground. And 
I believe that it touches everyone’s heart of whom 

ting for the children and adults - a playground. And 

once grew up in this kind of typical Swedish town.
I believe that it touches everyone’s heart of whom 
once grew up in this kind of typical Swedish town.
I believe that it touches everyone’s heart of whom 

This playground simply car-
ries too much of my memory 
and the city.  

I like making cinnamon buns and 
cookies when I bake the sand. I can 
cook a coffee for you, do you want 
to try?

It is perhaps the best playground in the It is perhaps the best playground in the It is perhaps the best playground in the 
city I have ever been. You can easily fi nd all city I have ever been. You can easily fi nd all city I have ever been. You can easily fi nd all 
playful stuff here as you can think.

ivar, designer

mats, designer

Kenneth, 
municipal offi cer

Josefi n, child 3.5-y

maria, 
local resident

ingrid, parent



gas station, ”parklek”

climbing and sliding 

paddling pool 

tire swing

restaurant, ”parklek”

spinning 

artwork by working with children, ”parklek”

organized sports/games

skating 

biking, ”parklek”

recycling center, ”parklek”

sun bath/picnic/walking

rålambshovs parklek
plenty of variety for play, sports and recreation11
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Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The Parks and playgrounds in the city are social hubs and places for recreation. The 
size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when size, service and the variety of play settings and activities are major concerns when 
people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-people look for a playground. having a playground in a park is popular among pe-
ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance ople. having staff at the service center ensure the good  manner and maintenance 
of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground of the playground, hence ”Paklek” contributes as keeping the park and playground 
alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-alive. Playgrounds close to public transportation and highly accessible attract visi-
tors near and far.

Those handmade wooden crafts 
or play settings are created to-
gether with children through our 
”bygglek” workshop, which is part 
of our job of running ”parklek”. 
Both children and we are inspired 
by their participation in making 
them. And to children, this ex-
perience is a play, a team work, a 
learing, and memory. 

The playground grows 
within the park along within the park along 
time and different time and different time and different time and different 
layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been layers have been 
added during 40s, added during 40s, added during 40s, added during 40s, added during 40s, added during 40s, 
70s, 2000 and 2010.70s, 2000 and 2010.
Recreation and sports Recreation and sports 
as dominant charac-as dominant charac-
ters of this modern ters of this modern ters of this modern 
park and playground park and playground park and playground 
founded from its 
beginning. ”Parklek” is 
a special programme in a special programme in 
this playground and be 
loved by many children 
and adults.

Thanks for the service 
house and staff at ”park-house and staff at ”park-house and staff at ”park-
lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee lek”, so I can get a coffee 
just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-just with a symbolic pay-
ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child ment when I bring my child 
here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically here to play. Practically 
there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the there is also a toilet in the 
serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in serveice house, which in 
the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. the only one in vicinity. 

My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets My mommy gets 
ice creams and ice creams and ice creams and ice creams and ice creams and 
juice boxes for my juice boxes for my juice boxes for my 
friend and me from friend and me from friend and me from 
that house. That is that house. That is that house. That is 
nice, isn’t it?nice, isn’t it?nice, isn’t it?

We don’t come here that We don’t come here that We don’t come here that We don’t come here that 
often with our students, since often with our students, since often with our students, since often with our students, since often with our students, since often with our students, since 
we need to commute here-we we need to commute here-we we need to commute here-we we need to commute here-we 
are from the archipelago. But are from the archipelago. But are from the archipelago. But are from the archipelago. But 
this is my favorite playgroud in this is my favorite playgroud in this is my favorite playgroud in this is my favorite playgroud in this is my favorite playgroud in this is my favorite playgroud in 
Stockholm. We need play-Stockholm. We need play-
grounds that are big enough to grounds that are big enough to grounds that are big enough to grounds that are big enough to 
accommodate our students.accommodate our students.

This in one of the ”öppna förskolan” in the city I alway 
recommend my friends to come. I come here by subway quite 

often. It is an easy walk inside the park from the subway 
stop to here. There is a lovely yard as playground outside 
the ”öppna förskola”, where has activities and play for both 
young children, toddlers and children.

Even when it was built in the 1950s it was a Even when it was built in the 1950s it was a 
modern park with activities as ”parkleken”, modern park with activities as ”parkleken”, 
Amfi  Theatre and free lawns for playAmfi  Theatre and free lawns for play
and games. Now we want to modernize park and games. Now we want to modernize park 
and customize after today’s needs and wis-and customize after today’s needs and wis-
hes.(Citied from an article on DN when the hes.(Citied from an article on DN when the 
skate park was about to build, 2010.03) skate park was about to build, 2010.03) 

Johanna, 
”parklek” manager 

Britt, architect

Sherry, parent

Carry, parent

miles, child 4.5-yLena, 
primary school teacher

Britt, 
director at dpt. of park environment
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football, summer    credit: grontmij ice rink, winter     credit: grontmij reading corner    credit: Wikipediia

trampolines

kids fl ea-market, autumn

We live literally within the park block. It 
has been a very happy choice. The kids have 

been kept coming here since they were babies, 
and they always have great fun here. The park 
and playground becomes the place for them 
to meet friends and for me too.  

My daughter likes coming here 
for football during spring to autumn 
and ski during winter. I can easily fi nd 
places like café, shops and gallery to 
spend time while waiting for her to 
fi nish the activity. 

Every time I pass by the park, seeing Every time I pass by the park, seeing 
children play around, people kicking balls, children play around, people kicking balls, 
or relaxing, chatting, I can’t help walking or relaxing, chatting, I can’t help walking 
into the park. Just want to be part of into the park. Just want to be part of 
this vivid life.

Björn, parent

louise, parent

Suzanne, Suzanne, 
local residentlocal resident

I go to the park with my sister. I go to the park with my sister. 
She wants to sell her old toys She wants to sell her old toys 
at the ”loppis”, and maybe get at the ”loppis”, and maybe get 
something new. She says that she something new. She says that she 
can buy a juice box for me if she can buy a juice box for me if she 
sells her stuff out.  

Konrad, 4-year-oldKonrad, 4-year-oldKonrad, 4-year-old

vasaparks parklek
one good example of the “power of ten” 12

vasaparken plan 
credit: www. svenharrys.com
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climbing

swing/sandbox

play bus

slidesrubber mountain

Topography is an important design source. Slopes and fresh colors seem gre-
atly attract children’s attention.  A variety of play and social settings enhance the 
experience. high profi le playgrounds and parks located in the inner city has greater 
chance to attract national and international visitors besides local residents. hence 
maintenance and management is crucial. Children and adults seem to observe and 
learn about city and life more in the park and playground.

Renewal the Vasa Park has acted to incorporate today’s 
needs and requirements in an older traditional park 
structure. The green environment around Vasa Park and 
Sabbatsberg becomes a single large green lung in the 
dense inner-city environment. The transformation is one 
of the more extensive park refurbishment that has taken 
place in Stockholm in recent years and the fi rst example in 
which a park in a more comprehensive manner adapted to a 
contemporary use.

vasaparken lands-vasaparken lands-vasaparken lands-vasaparken lands-
cape design teamcape design team

In summer time I meet my friends at the In summer time I meet my friends at the 
dancing pool, and there are always curious dancing pool, and there are always curious 
children and passengers come by and watch children and passengers come by and watch 
us dancing. Sometimes the children sponta-us dancing. Sometimes the children sponta-us dancing. Sometimes the children sponta-
neousely start to dance as well.neousely start to dance as well.

dancerdancer

We travel all the way around the city to We travel all the way around the city to 
vasaparken to play, since my child says vasaparken to play, since my child says 
that it is his favorite playground.

moa, moa, 
parent
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play object 1 play object 2

fruktparken in spring

Fruktlekparken
art in use: playground built with sculptures13
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Playgrounds and parks next to the subway is easy to be seen, found and used. it 
is practical to place the playground close to shopping malls, (children’s)clinic, or 
district center, since families go to those places together often. Public space with 
creative art and playful objects engage children and adults. The handmade artistic 
play settings provide an unique experience and memory.

I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground I like how the playground 
situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my situated. I always bring my 
son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my son to here to play while my 
wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall wife is shopping at the mall 
close by.close by.close by.close by.close by.close by.close by.close by.

Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen Fruktlekparken in Liljeholmen 
was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was was built when Stockholm was 
Capital of Culture in 1998. Capital of Culture in 1998. Capital of Culture in 1998. Capital of Culture in 1998. Capital of Culture in 1998. 
The playground equipment was The playground equipment was The playground equipment was The playground equipment was The playground equipment was 
shaped as different fruits, for shaped as different fruits, for shaped as different fruits, for shaped as different fruits, for shaped as different fruits, for shaped as different fruits, for 
example cherry swings and a example cherry swings and a example cherry swings and a example cherry swings and a example cherry swings and a example cherry swings and a 
banana slide. banana slide. banana slide. banana slide. banana slide. banana slide. 

I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We I made lots of new friends today at the park. We 
had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.had so much fun together.

We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play We go to the fruktparken to play 
almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest almost once a week. It is the closest 
public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and public playground to our day care,and 
it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.it is very popular among students.
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Emma, 
school teacher

Johan, artist

Bill, parent

Stella, 5-year-old

Christina, architect
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lurparken in the summer   

lurparken in the winter

lurparken in the summer  
photo: Vidar Sörman
credit: Lovelyland Landskap AB

lurparken
creative playground makes the most of its local environment 14
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Communication is the crucial word of creating interactive place for children and 
adults to meet and play. Standard play equipments are not the only solutions avai-
lable. Directing art and crafts with understanding of children’s scale and preference 
can result in unique play and social settings. When a quality playground takes place 
of forgotten urban corners, it not only satisfi es children and adults, but also helps 
energize neighborhoods.

My daughter takes this 
path of the woods to her 
kindergarten everyday. 
She told me that she 
loved passing by the 
playground, which she 
always (intend to)stop 
and play.

I told my friend I fi nd  a very 
fun playground next to my apart-
ment. They all want to come to play. 

I am very surprised to see the transfor-
mation the former ”forgotten corner” to 
today’s interesting playground. I especi-
ally appreciate the effort of the artist 
whom made those speakers, which you can 
hear music if you spin it.

It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-It was an inspiring collabo-
ration with the landscape ration with the landscape ration with the landscape ration with the landscape ration with the landscape 
architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims architect. Our design aims 
to invite children to play to invite children to play to invite children to play to invite children to play to invite children to play to invite children to play to invite children to play 
and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed and material is supposed 
to be long lasting, to be long lasting, to be long lasting, to be long lasting, to be long lasting, 

The project is a good collaboration. Actually 
design is about collaboration. We fi nd com-
munication is the key word when the client 
asks us to design a playground in line with the 
new brand identity of this area. We pursue 
for something which could intrigue children’s 
curoisity and invite them to play and com-
municate. 

elizabeth, local resident

Leo, 4-year-old

Albin, artist

pre-school

pre-school

Jonas, parent

Johanna, 
landscape architect
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play setting 1, built in earlier years

play setting 2, built in recent years

lugnet parklek
neighborhood park and playground with space for everybody15
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plan of playground Lugnet
credit: gatu-och fastighetskontoret 

credit: www.stockholm.se

People value nature, parks, playgrounds and pleasant open public spaces in their 
neighborhoods. Playgrounds with swimming pools, football pitch, skate parks and 
rope climbing are attractive to children of different ages and interests, letting them 
grow with the park. Playgrounds with a smart variety of play equipments, games 
and services in a large green space enhances the feeling of openness to children of 
all abilities and families of all kinds.

My friend is good at climbing My friend is good at climbing 
ropes.I tried a little bit, I want ropes.I tried a little bit, I want 
to come back again and do more to come back again and do more 
with my friend.with my friend.

Sometimes I take a walk during 
lunch hour from my offi ce (Tele-
fonplan) to the park (Västertorp).I fonplan) to the park (Västertorp).I 
fi nd work can be more productive fi nd work can be more productive fi nd work can be more productive 
after the retreat of green walk after the retreat of green walk after the retreat of green walk 
and peaceful park. and peaceful park. 

This park is where we can fi nd a variety 
of play equipments, services, toilet, even of play equipments, services, toilet, even 
a pool,and it is just in the embrace of na-a pool,and it is just in the embrace of na-
ture. Kids have space to run around, bike, ture. Kids have space to run around, bike, ture. Kids have space to run around, bike, 
play balls, or barbeque and picnic. play balls, or barbeque and picnic. I want to come to the I want to come to the 

pool everyday (in the sum-pool everyday (in the sum-pool everyday (in the sum-
mer).

The park has a swimming pool during summer The park has a swimming pool during summer 
that draws lot of children, parents and people. that draws lot of children, parents and people. 
It  also has artifi cial grass so the possibility It  also has artifi cial grass so the possibility 
to play football is greater. Service house and to play football is greater. Service house and 
staff are offered at the park. Those condi-staff are offered at the park. Those condi-
tions perhaps made Lugnet the most visited tions perhaps made Lugnet the most visited 
park in Liljeholemn-Hägersten area.park in Liljeholemn-Hägersten area.

The purpose was to improve the The purpose was to improve the 
playground equipments and make the playground equipments and make the 
playground accessible for disabled 
children and adults. 

I always do walking  or strolling I always do walking  or strolling I always do walking  or strolling 
in this park, to meet friends and in this park, to meet friends and in this park, to meet friends and 
let children play together. There let children play together. There let children play together. There 
are lots of things to play, and to are lots of things to play, and to 
explore in the nature. 

Peter, 
park engineer

Christina, architect
Lilly, parent

Tim, parent

Louise, child 5-y

Kevin, 3.5-y

David, 
freelance designer
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climbing structure mirror maze

wooden footbridge

blockrIket
urban adventure park puts daring play in nature16
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Landscape and site conditions are the foundation of this playground. Elements like 
hilly terrain, forests, rocks and logs are natural material that are intriguing to child-
ren. Playgrounds developed together with children enhance their experience and 
enrich the childhood memory. Careful study of the local landscape condition is a 
valuable source of planning and design for adventure playground. Adults’ attitude 
towards risky play may affect how the playground design could be used.  

plan of the park Blockriket
credit: Jennie månsson

It is fascinating to fi nd the play-
ground in the end of the street and 
on top of the hill. It took us a while, 
but it is a time worth adventure.

We asked children 
to make drawings of 
what fi gures they think 
live in the woods. One 
of their ideas has been 
built as the wooden 
sculpture as result. 

We took a walk with our grandchildren to We took a walk with our grandchildren to We took a walk with our grandchildren to 
the park after dinner during our time visi-the park after dinner during our time visi-the park after dinner during our time visi-the park after dinner during our time visi-

ting them. It is a fun place for them and also ting them. It is a fun place for them and also 
to us. I myself followed them up and down to to us. I myself followed them up and down to 
the log tower.

Peter, parent

Lena, 
grandma

I fi nd a perfect place to play hide and I fi nd a perfect place to play hide and 
seek - behind the trees and stones. seek - behind the trees and stones. 
When my friends do not seem to fi nd When my friends do not seem to fi nd 
me, I will sing like a bird to give them me, I will sing like a bird to give them 
the clue.the clue.

Best ever trip of Best ever trip of 
visiting playground in visiting playground in visiting playground in 
Best ever trip of 
visiting playground in 
Best ever trip of Best ever trip of 
visiting playground in 
Best ever trip of 

the city!the city!
visiting playground in 
the city!
visiting playground in visiting playground in 
the city!
visiting playground in 

Lighting is important for Lighting is important for 
this park especially during this park especially during this park especially during 
winter time, since it is in winter time, since it is in 
the woods.the woods.

gustav, 
child 9-y

fredrik, parent

Erik, parent

Britt,
landscape 
architect
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LEKBOSKÉn
(partially fenced) 
in Kristinebergslottsparken

FRUKtLeKpARKeN
in Trekantsparken

bRyGGARtÄppAN 
(fenced) 
in Södermalm neighbor-
hood

LURpARKeN
in the woods of Telefonplan
neighborhood

RÅLAMbShoVS pARKLeK
in Rålambshovsparken

LUGNet pARKLeK
in Västertorpsparken

VASApARKeNS pARKLeK
in Vasaparken

bLocKRIKet
in the woods of årstadal 
neighborhood

FIGURe 2.2.2.3   the pLAN oF pUbLIc pARKS  & 
pLAyGRoUNdS 

This matrix illustrates the proportion and position of the parks 
and playgrounds. Building a man-made playground in a natural 
park is popular. Children need a variety of play opportunities and 
physical activity requires stimulating places (mårtensson, 2011). 
The playgrounds are mostly positioned on the outer side of the 
parks in the case studies, which connects to the main local street 
or designated entrances of the whole area. One exception is the 
adventure park Blockriket, which is partially hidden in the woods. 
The scale of each playground depends on the land condition and 
local knowledge and commitment. Approximately from 10-25% 
of the park’s land has been built into playgrounds in the cases 
reviewed. Playground Bryggartäppan is transformed from a 
“forgotten” urban corner park. it is directly surrounded by street 
with vehicle traffi c and dense residential buildings, though bigger 
parks within the block are in proximity.    

park playground fenced playground
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LEKBOSKÉn

FRUKtLeKpARKeN

bRyGGARtÄppAN

LURpARKeN

RÅLAMbShoVS pARKLeK

LUGNet pARKLeK

VASApARKeN

bLocKRIKet

FIGURe 2.2.2.4  the ReLAtIoN betweeN pUbLIc 
pARKS  & pLAyGRoUNdS ANd GReeN StRUc-
tUReS

The location of the public parks and playgrounds always take ad-
vantage of nature. Amongst all elements, ”it seems that whenever 
people are given a free choice, they move to open tree-studded 
land on prominences overlooking water.” (E.O. Wilson). Six out 
of eight case studies in this chapter are close to water. The other 
two neighborhood parks and playgrounds are in the woods. 
in fact, water and woods as urban blue and green presence in 
almost every neighborhood in Stockholm due to its geography 
characters and conservation. The planning and design of the 
public parks and playgrounds in the reviewed cases has showed 
great respect and wisdom to the site condition and landscape 
characters.   

park

green area/nature

playground

water

fenced playground
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LEKBOSKÉn
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closet sub-
way station is 170m /
3 minute walk

fruktlekparken
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 60m/
1 minute walk

bRyGGARtÄppAN
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 280m/
3 minute walk

Lurparken
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 375m/
4 minute walk

RÅLAMbShoVS pARKLeK
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 540m/
5 minute walk

Lugnet Parklek
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 240m/
2 minute walk

VASApARKeN pARKLeK
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 220m/
2 minute walk

Blockriket
The direct distance from the 
playground to the closest 
subway station is 600m/
6 minute walk
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FIGURe 2.2.2.4   the ReLAtIoN betweeN pUbLIc 
pARKS  & pLAyGRoUNdS ANd pUbLIc tRANS-
poRt

most of the eight parks and playgrounds are located close to 
public transit, some of them lie right outside of the subway in a 
visible distance such as Lekboskén and fruktlekparken. Blockriket 
adventure park is the only one sits on top of the hill and takes an 
”adventure journey” to fi nd it, although it is in the backyard of 
the local residence. There are also bus stops around the park and 
playground area. 

park playground street structurefenced playground

radius of from the school to the closest subway

T

T

B B subway stationbus stop

T

T

B B
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summary of public parks & playgrounds

The eight cases studied here are all built or regenerated in the re-
cent decade, although some parks of where the playgrounds are 
located in can trace back as early as the 1950s. This time period 
overlaps with the pre-schools studied in the fi rst category. It ef-
fectively refl ects the basic need and necessity of the public built 
environment to accommodate more young children in meantime. 
These public parks and playgrounds take place in the city centre 
and neighborhoods’ open space where nature has been preserved. 
They are also mostly planned to be close to the public transpor-
tation. Each park’s and playground’s design is based on the ca-
reful study of the local condition and landscape characters. The 
neighborhood’s parks and playgrounds are normally smaller than 
the city level parks and playgrounds, however some of the unique 
and playful neighborhood’s parks and playgrounds also attract fa-
milies with children for a day trip during weekends and holidays.     

in Stockholm, the playgrounds has gone through the phase of the 
domination of merchandized play equipments then to customized 
handmade play equipments and settings which always resulting 
from a collaboration between municipal offi cers, landscape archi-
tects, artists and craftsman. The latter approach enhances the qua-
lity and uniqueness of the playgrounds, not necessary the cost. it 
also strengthens the identity of the neighborhoods and places. On 
top of this, sandpits, swings, slides and climbing structures are the 
most used models in every playground. Elements like water, stone, 
shrubs, trees and loose material which cultivate children’s imagi-
nary play and creative play are also used in some playgrounds. 
Additionally, “parklek”(adults organized play activities for and with 
children as showed in Vasaparken and Rålambhovsparken) is an 
extra attractiveness and advantage of parks and playgrounds. Two 
playgrounds out of the eight have fences, one is only applied in the 
young children (0-3y) play area but not the entire playground, the 
other is situated at the urban courtyard which has a vehicle lane 
directly surrounding. For the same safety reason, the fl oor or fall 
area of the playgrounds in the cases studied is carefully covered by 
sand, dirt, artifi cial plastic material. Vegetations in the playground 
area are non-toxic, selected to not attract bees.      

“Attractive playgrounds will become a social centre.” (Logie, 1954) 
Children are not the only users of the playgrounds. Parents, adults 
accompany their children to playgrounds. most parents watch or 
take photos when their children are playing, but sometimes child-
ren invite parents and adults to take part in the play. Benches, seats 
are placed in the study cases, some of them has a service house 
where snack food, beverage and coffee can be bought. Toilet is 
also provided in the service house free of charge. The municipality 
takes the duty of the maintenance of the public parks and play-
grounds and they performed actively the cases studied.
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This section includes the other four areas of places and spaces ca-
tegorized in 2.2. young children and adults often visit a number 
of public places throughout their everyday life. indeed, the public 
life is the fundamental education opportunity for children to learn 
and develop physical and social skills and understand how society 
works. The snapshots capture a range of places where young child-
ren spend their time in Stockholm. Places free of charge, publically 
funded attractions as well as commercial places are collected here.  
(see diagram on next page) 

Through the process of documenting the different cases, it is ap-
parent that Stockholm, as the capital of a welfare state, offers a 
significant amount of free places that serve for children and fami-
lies in the city.  

2.4 snapshots
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FIGURe 2.4.1   pLAceS ANd SpAceS coLLected IN SNApShotS    
This map inllustrates the rail transport system of Stockholm.
Case study 2.4.2 -- 2.4.4 are marked on the map.

Lilla Skansen, Skansen

Shopping mall: Liljeholmenstorget/ Skrapan/Kungens Kurva galleria

Rum för barn, Kulturhuset

nursing room: hornstull galleria

Junikacken

Supermarket: COOP forum

public art: tufsen/domarring/Ägget

gröna Lund Tivoli

Children’s theater: Dockteater Tittut

Luma library

Children’s bookshop: Junibacken/ Akademibokhandeln

Astrid Lindgren Children’s hospital, Solna

maternity care: BB Stockholm Kungsholmen/Danderyd

Vinterviken botanic garden

gym: SATS 

Zoo: Skansen/ Aspuden

Café

museums: färgfabriken/Arkdes/Tekniskamuseet/Spårvägsmuseet

Eriksdalsbadet

Childrens clinic: Telefonplan/ Liljeholmen



”In real life, only from the ordinary adults of the 
city sidewalks do children learn – if they learn 
it at all - the first fundamental of successful city 
life: People must take a modicum of public re-
sponsibility for each other even if they have no 
ties to each other. This is a lesson nobody learns 
by being told. It is learned from the experience 
of having other people without ties of kinship 
or close friendship or formal responsibility to 
you take a modicum of responsibility for you. ” 
-- Jane Jacobs7

7. Jane Jacobs was an American-Canadian journalist, author, and activist best known for 
her community engagement for saving New york’s wesr Village, and influence on urban 
studies. her classic book The Death and Life of great American Cities (1961) should be 
required reading for all responsible for the design of cities as many may share with.

Public TransPorT



2.4.1 publIc transport

Mobility is identified as one of the most important subjects to 
children’s health and well-being, because it helps children to orient 
themselves in the environment and create the basis of their envi-
ronmental conceptualization and construction of adequate cogni-
tive maps (Björklid, nordström, 2004 -2007). There are studies that 
show  how today children’s independent mobility has decreased in 
comparison with their parents (Björklid 2003). The reason for this 
lies on both the physical environment and parents’ understanding 
and restrictions. the steadily increasing car traffic, the “stranger 
danger phenomenon”, parents’ lifestyle and children’s living condi-
tion are the main factors of many in concern. 

for the target age group children in this study, public transporta-
tion plays a vital role in their everyday life. it means the acces-
sibility, availability and comfort level to both children and adults 
accompanied when they presence in the public transport system to 
go from place to place for activities and experiences. four aspects 
have presented as below:  

17. Street – Channels for interactions embedded in the city
18. Buses – A moving city guide
19. Subway/trains –  Still a modern wonder for many children       
20. Arlanda airport – Adding places to play as part of the journey 75



streets
Channels for interactions embedded in the city17

interactive street 

waterfont walking/strolling street crossing signal box

sign for child-adult’s walking path

sign for reduce speed for child play area 
credit. www.ata.se (traffic Safety Solutions)

sign for child-adult’s walk on the pavement
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buses 
A moving city guide 18

interactive bus stop (sound/visual/touch)

adults with strollers getting on the bus from the middle 
door(as a manner/ do not need to check the ticket at the front 
door) 

children sit at the ”prioritized seats”

sign to reduce the speed in school area

button for the door openning for passengers with children in 
the strollers 

strollers parked at the ”prioritized seats” (maximum allow three 
strollers in one bus in most cases)
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subway/traIns
Still a modern wonder for many children 19

special path for subway entrance (elderly/ pets/ strollers/an 
adult with a child/ groups/ handicapped)

elevators available for the strollers

adults with a child in the stroller walking into subway train button for the door openning
credit: www.stockholm.kristdemokraterna.se

ramp at the subway platform

escalator (no stroller allowed but many do anyway) 
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play area at the airport
credit: Dr. miles source. www.businessclass.se 

push chair for children at the airport
credit: Dr. miles source. www.businessclass.se 

arlanDa aIrport
Adding places to play as part of the journey 20
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8. Walter Elias Disney was an American cartoonist, animator and entrepreneur among 
other titles. his innovative animation and theme park design spread world widely and 
been loved by many children and adults.

”Our greatest natural resource is the minds of 
our children.” -- Walter Elias Disney8

chIlD-orIenteD archItecture



Child-oriented architecture implies the place and space is primarily 
made to serve for children. in other words, these places are dedi-
cated to providing for children as their main user. Thus, they are 
expected to incorporate to the greatest extent possible, children’s 
perspectives in what they build. The playgrounds studied in 2.3.2 
can be seen as one type of child-oriented architecture, but it has 
been instead analyzed in a separate section. here the focus is 
laid on places such as children’s library, children’s (fantasy) land, 
children’s museum, children and youth’s culture centre, etc. which 
describe clearly their main function in the names themselves. The 
architecture of this category is different from the ones designed 
for all ages but have a small area adapted or devoted to serve for 
children and families’ special need, or the ones are favored destina-
tion by children and families that will be introduced in 2.4.2. 

The children-oriented architecture applies a children’s scale and 
reflects their preferences observed. Most of this type of places in-
clude accompany services, and require management and mainte-
nance. Therefore, few of them are free of charge. in this part, cases 
have been collected, including:

21. Rum för barn, Kulturhuset – Showcasing the city’s ambition and 
wisdom
22. Lilla Skansen, Skansen – Look at that: Everything at children’s 
eye level 
23. Junibacken, Djurgåden – Storytelling in space   

2.4.2 chIlD-orIenteD archItecture
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room For chIlDren
showcasing the city’s ambition and wisdom21

children’s library/reading area 1

resting/eating/toilet area children’s library/reading area 2

”RUM FÖR bARN” (room for children) locates on the forth floor 
of  Kulturhuset

”traffic lights” as signal for 
vacancy showing on the 
window of the building to 
the public
Red = full and long queue 
yeLLow = very busy and 
slightly congested
GReeN = no waiting
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play objects at the waiting area 1

play objects at the waiting area 1

exhibition area 1
credit: www.kulturhusetstadsteatern.se

exhibition area 2
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play sculpture

stroller parking area

outdoor picnic/resturant  area tube play areas 1

indoor playground

lIlla skansen
look at that: everything at children’s eye level 22
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outdoor playground

bench/toilet

tube play areas 2
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JunIbacken
Storytelling in space   23

Villa Villekulla (Pipi Longstocking’s home), Junibacken   
photo/credit: www.junibacken.se

view from the front yard of the entrance, Junibacken   
photo/credit: www.junibacken.se

front yard fi shing
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storybook square (sagotorget)   photo/credit: Lena Wimmer

restaurant, Junibacken   photo/credit: magdalena martintheater

staircase for children at the cashier bookshop

waiting area for train ride (sagotåget)
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9. henry L. Lennard was a professor of psychiatry and Sociology at University of califor-
nia Medical School, San Francisco, and at several unversities in US and europe. he foun-
ded the family Study Station and the Center for the Study of Drugs and Social Behavior 
at the University of california, and had received several national awards.
10. Suzanne h.crowhurst Lennard is the founder(1985) of the international making Cities 
Livable conference. She has held professorships in several leading universities in US and  
Europe and was honored by several international awards. She is a Consultant on public 
space design in the US, canada and europe.    
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“All of these activities occur within sight of 
adults carrying on their daily lives, and the child 
is free to move back and forth between play”, 
and a playful interaction with adults – and in-
deed, those adults present may become involved 
in their play. ” --  Henry l.. Lennard9, Suzanne H. 
Crowhurst Lennard10 

chIlD-FamIly FrIenDly places 



There are a variety of places in Stockholm city designed for 
children and families. They are spread in many spaces at places 
where children and families visit and encounter in their everyday 
life. From botanic gardens to petting zoos, from supermarkets, 
shopping malls and cafés, to swimming pools, gyms and theatres, 
children are able especially from a young age to be with their pa-
rents, grandparents and adults to experience life and have social 
encounters in the city. Even at many commercial places, space for 
children is preserved. 

Examples collected here take “free for children” (age under 6) as a 
priority, both outdoor and indoor activities are included. They are:

24. Botanic garden – Learning nature
25. Zoo – building understanding and caring for wildlife
26. Public art for children – inviting children to play and learn
27. Museums and children – expanding horizons with interactive 
exhibits
28. Luma library – A library designed for children as its priority
29. nursing room – A welcome tradition
30. Shopping mall – invitation hotspot
31. Supermarket – Adding family fun and activities to routine 
places
32. gym – Adding activites for all
33. Café – A fashionable social hub for parents and children
34  gröna Lund Tivoli – Amusement park for all ages
35. Swimming pool – Stimulating healthy, fun outings and routi-
nes
36. Children’s bookstore – Providing interactive reading space 
enhances the place attachment 
37. Children’s theatre – Building an early appreciation for storytel-
ling and drama

2.4.3 chIlD-FamIly FrIenDly places
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botanIc garDen
learning nature24

vinterviken in summer 1

vinterviken in summer 2
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Skansen zoo 1

Skansen zoo 2 Aspuden zoo (neighborhood/local) 

zoos
building understanding and caring for wildlife 25
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sculpture for play 1-Tufsen, at Skånegläntan, Stockholm   
artist: Egon möller-nielsen  
photo/credit: Bengt Oberger

sculpture for play 2-Domarring, at Bredäng, Stockholm   
artist: Egon möller-nielsen  
photo/credit: Bengt Oberger

sculpture for play 3-Ägget, attessinparken, Stockholm   
artist: Egon möller-nielsen  
credit: www.architekturfuerkinder.ch

publIc art For chIlDren
Inviting children to play and learn26
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Technology museum (permenant exhibition)

färgfabriken (temporary exhibition)

Train museum (permenant exhibition)

Architecture museum/ Arkdes (temporary exhibition)

museums anD chIlDren
expanding horizons with interactive exhibits 27
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luma lIbrary
a library designed for children as its priority28

play and reading area/Luma Library

entrance area/Luma Library stroller parking area/Luma Library

reading and study space/Luma Library creative room/Luma Library
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nursIng room
a welcome tradition 29

child’s play area/ restroom at shopping center
(hornstull galleria) 2

baby changing station/ restroom at shopping center
(hornstull galleria) 3

nursing and resting area / restroom at shopping center (hornstull galleria) 1
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30 shoppIng mall
Invitation hotspot

open play area in the corridor space of the shopping mall, 
liljeholems torget

open play area inside store department of the shopping mall, Kungenskerva

open play area in the corridor space of the shopping mall, 
skapan
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supermarket
adding family fun and activities to routine places 31

shopping cart for children

interaction/games 1 at shopping area free bananas offered for children while shopping

play area outside the cashier

interaction/games 2 at shopping area interaction/games 3 at shopping area colored pedestrain path outside the super 
market
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32 gym
Adding activites for all

child care service at gym (free of charge during parents’ time at gym

child care service at gym (free of charge during parents’ time at gym
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caFÉ
a fashionable social hub for parents and children 33

children corner in the resturant café meeting places for parents with young children
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34 gröna lunD tIvolI
amusement park for all ages

vintage cars circus carousel

courtyard/Pettson o findus World

tivoli for younger children /Tivoli grönalund 
crdit: www.gronalund.com

street scene
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swImmIng pool
stimulating healthy, fun outings and routines

swimiming school 
photo/credit: babysim

activities at the baby swimming school  
photo/credit: www.nyheter24.se

husbysbadet  
photo/credit: www.stockholm.se

Eriksdalsbadet
photo/credit: www.stockholm.se

35
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chIDlren’s bookstore
providing interactive reading space enhances the place attachment 

reading corner at the children’s bookstore activity corner at the children’s bookstore

display at the children’s bookstore

36
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chIDlren’s theater
building an early appreciation for storytelling and drama

Tittut chiildren’s theater (the oldest Swedish 
children’s theatre)
credit: Dockteater Tittut

show on stage, embla -- en flicka mitt i kosmos 
credit: Dockteater Tittut

chiildren’s theater in the park

37
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publIc healthcare

”I believe that imagination is stronger than 
knowledge. That myth is more potent than his-
tory. That dreams are more powerful than facts. 
That hope always triumphs over experience. 
That laughter is the only cure for grief. And I 
believe that love is stronger than death. ” 
--Robert Fulghum11

11. Rober Fulghum is an American writer, his prominence made since the fi rst collection 
of writings All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten (1988).



Public healthcare serves every child and family from “day one”. 
here an enormous amount of cross-disciplinary knowledge is app-
lied in the design of the physical built environment and the actions 
operated within the space. for children and adults, patients, healt-
hcare professionals and visitors, the physical environment at healt-
hcare centers have significant impact to their experience.

This section selected three related healthcare departments for 
young children. These places are free for children and mothers in 
Sweden. Some similar design approaches such as reading area, 
play areas and making environment playful and interactive are 
applied in the cases below:         

38. clinic for children – Good impression: play area is the first thing 
a child sees 
39. Astrid Lindgren Children’s hospital – An imaginary world in a 
hospital 
40. maternity care – Art as interaction

2.4.4 publIc healthcare
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patient waiting area, Telefonplan BVC

patient waiting area, Södersjukhuset

patient waiting area, Öron- Näsa- halsmottagning Ab

clInIc For chIDlren
Good impression: play area is the first thing a child sees 38
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operation room  credit: Philips Ltd.

child with cancer receives visits from clowns at the hospital   
photo: Claudio Bresciani /TT   credit: www.sverigesradio.se

square at the corridor space  
photo: tova Rudin  credit: www.white.se

hospital library   
credit: www.astrid-barn.nu

hospital swimming pool  
photo: tova Rudin  credit: www.white.se

astrID lInDgren chIDlren’s hospItal
an imaginary world in a hospital 39
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maternIty care
art as interaction40

BB Stockholm, Danderyd
photo: Richard törsleff
credit: 3dO Arkitekter

BB Stockholm family, Kungsholmen
credit: www.vården.se
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children’s participation in urban planning process

the UN committee for the Right of children promotes all 
countries that have ratified UNcRc to carry out child-impact ana-
lysis of all decisions affecting children (nordström, Björklid, 2007). 
Children’s participation in urban planning processes has high 
value to planning professionals and cities, and is also good for 
the child. On one hand, adults can be reminded and gain insights 
from children through their work. On the other hand, children’s 
participation and experience in shaping the city where they 
live together with adults can build up their sense of citizenship 
and awareness of the environment surrounding them. There is 
research and publications regarding how to decode the know-
ledge of children’s experience of space (Cele 2006, mårtensson 
2004, hart 1992) to help make this process possible. in practice, 
children’s participation in traffic planning and city planning has 
been conducted by the joint efforts of Swedish Transportation 
Administration and national Board of housing, Building and Plan-
ning and local municipalities. The methods and examples have 
been spread in the society (Larsson, 2014). There are about ten 
municipalities in Sweden have “barn strateg” (children strategist) 
to ensure children’s voice been listened to. whether their influ-
ence is sufficient maybe up for debates, however their appoint-
ment is an important step.    

city as a playground

Modernist planning prioritizes building dedicated places with a 
specific function. playgrounds have been planned and designed to 
fulfill children’s need of play. Some see these places as negative, 
which indeed make sense if the playgrounds are built in a chaotic 
fashion are hard to access, or poorly designed and maintained. 
however the playground as a particular public place dedicated 
for children, just the same as those dedicated activity places for 
adults to socialize as (sports clubs, restaurants or even bars). It has 
value as a destination where children and parents know that the 
kind of activity and social encounters with other children, parents 
and adults can happen there. Therefore, the way of understanding 
the concept of a playground is important. As “children’s play has 
always been an integral part of city life” (gehl, 2010), making a 
city as a playground is to understand how can meet embrace 
children’s different needs offer learning through play. the benefit 
from understand the city as a playground is that it enables various 
choices of approaching the whole urban development, and makes 
the city more inclusive for children. “A city is a place of availa-
bilities. it is the place where a small boy, as he walks through 
it, may see something that will tell him what he wants to do his 
whole life.” (Louis Kahn, cited in Americans Against the City, P.302, 
Steven Conn, 2014)

2.5 DIscussIon
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virtual environment for children: changing the world for bet-
ter and worse?

We already live in an era of information technology, the seriously 
increasing amount of time children spend on the iT devices such 
as iPad, iPhone tablets and mobile phones, TV and computers 
even from young age near infancy is happening on and around 
us. how these technology innovations will affect children and 
change the society both good and bad, eventually requires our 
attention and analysis. Despite the comfort new technology 
provides us, the consequences may be underestimated due to 
the fact of new technology’s inevitable proliferation. “it is quite 
possible that children and young people who spend a great deal 
of time with this technology, will find it more difficult to become 
competent and skilled in interacting with diverse other persons” 
(Lennard, Lennard, 2000). This is because the digital technology 
doesn’t provide authentic human encounters which children can 
withdraw confirmation and approbation to build their self-esteem. 
There are also electronic violence embodied in the information 
technology, which finds correlations to children’s aggressive at-
titude and behavior by the Commission of the American Psycho-
logical Association (1993, citied in Lennard, Lennard, 2000). in 
Europe, Troelsen(2014)’s research found the percentage of Danish 
children being physically active in leisure time at least 7 hours/
week is under 16% (the study is based on a random selection of 
4,922 children at age 11, 13, 15). Physical inactivity will be one of 
the biggest threat of children’s health and well-being.
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3
FInDIngs



1. Environmental efficiency and child safety are 
stronger drivers than child development in buil-
ding design.

environmental and financial concerns are the major drivers for sus-
tainable building design in Stockholm and the development of re-
gulations on energy efficiency, financial efficiency, safety and secu-
rity that every school has to follow. Child safety and environmental 
health are also priorities in building design where traffic, acoustics, 
indoor and outdoor lighting, air quality, temperature and safety are 
taken most into concern as basic requirements during the plan-
ning and design of schools in particular. however, losses or risks to 
creative development or aesthetic value of the built environment 
of schools are more subtle and do not drive regulations as easily.

2. guidelines and regulations for school design 
have evolved, but they are not consistent throug-
hout the stockholm region. 

today architects and planners in Sweden have more flexibility to 
design the schools than they did last century. in the Stockholm 
region, different municipalities have their own understanding of 
their situation and make rules or guide on the matter of building 
schools. There is a debate, both among the public and professio-
nal community, whether there should be more conformity regula-
tion and standards put forth. For example, the required size of the 
school per student has different standards (for example, Solluntuna 
(9m2/child) and Liljeholmen-hagersten (7.5m2/child) have dif-
ferent minimum requirements). These differences should be eva-
luated to understand what drives the different approaches taken, 
and compare results where applicable to guide wider planning and 
decision making.

3. In Stockholm, the pre-school deficit is as serious 
as the housing deficit. 

Stockholm’s historic housing shortage is well documented. Every 
municipality has a vision to build the best school in their district, 
but provide a limited budget which may requires architects and 
planners to adapt the design. Physically, the inner city has less 
room to build and it is more expensive to build or renovate. While 
spatial and financial challenges exist, this is still ultimately a mat-
ter for policy makers to determine the level of commitment and 
investment they make in its children. in this case for schools, the 
main challenges are in building quality, and to create more stimu-
lating, supportive and creative places for children.

3.1 key messages on the buIlt envIronment 
For chIlDren In the cIty oF stockholm
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4. schools and parks are essential public places 
and spaces that need to be planning priorities.
in Sweden, municipalities are obligated to provide pre-schools 
for its residents. development and construction firms, residential 
and commercial buildings in prime locations are more desired. it 
also costs more to build new schools in the city in comparison of 
building new one in suburbs or renovating the old ones. Building 
quality playgrounds and parks is a way to help cities like Stockholm 
in the process of densification. If the city continues to grow denser 
along current trends, there will be less valuable land available in 
the future in many neighborhoods, and it is a destructive trade-off 
to prioritize housing needs over recreation demand, as more resi-
dents also demand more access to parks and child-friendly facili-
ties. Stockholm is at a stage to add or upgrade new playgrounds at 
many parks and neighborhoods where children and residents are 
increasing demand.

5. easy access to nature and outdoor play are con-
sistently promoted as a tradition.

Children are involved in environmental issues from an early age 
and nature has a strong positive emotional value for them (Björk-
lid, nordström, 2007). Due to the geographical character, the dis-
persed structure of Stockholm city planning has preserved large 
nature and green area even in the inner city, so people including 
children have great opportunity to reach and find recreation ac-
tivities in their everyday living environment. Swedish society en-
courages and supports children to take outdoor play and sports 
activities through school and public programs in all seasons. The 
public transport, physical infrastructure and facilities of city enable 
this possibility. the current strategy of densification, seen by some 
as more environmentally and economically efficient growth, is ar-
gued by others as presenting risks to children’s living environment 
by possibly reduced access to local green spaces that are develo-
ped into residential and commercial areas. This is a complex and 
heated debate in society that needs to be considered by planners 
in earnest.

6. preserving rooms for children in the city centre 
is one of the best demonstrations of how cities ac-
counts for children. 

Stockholm has embedded a free of charge “room for children” as 
one space particularly for children to play, learn and have social life 
inside the culture house at the very heart of the city. it tells all the 
intentions and ambitions the city has for its children. in fact, city 
center is a highlight meeting place not just for adults or tourists 
for culture, history and business interests, but also for children to 
observe the discourse of the city and engage with it. There are 
many other public space in the city centre that deserves the same 
attention to improve the safety and comfort for children, such as 
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squares, parks, shopping malls and transportation hub.

7. great accessibility makes life much easier. 

The availability of easy access to places and spaces is on top of all 
concerns for families with children. major appreciation to Stock-
holm as a child-friendly city attributes to its great accessibility as 
many parents noted. The Swedish Transport Administration (Tra-
fikverket) together with the National board of housing, building 
and Planning (Boverket) and the Stockholm municipalities have 
worked on the motif of involving children in the planning process. 
The results from the programme  provides us more understandings 
of how children experience space and supports planning and de-
sign towards a safer and more accessible city for children.

8. stockholm’s continued evolution should help 
its children grow with it. 

children are a sizable population in the city and should been seen 
as equal citizen to use and enjoy the city. the barnombudsman- 
the Swedish dedicated legal representative for children’s rights is 
an important vehicle, but is not enough. Awareness and competen-
ce in child-friendly planning needs to be mainstreamed to ensure 
the city can balance trade-offs between child-adult matters in city 
development.
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1. make it safe to be curious. Curiosity drives children at 
different ages to experience and learn the environment through all 
of their senses. To a child, the world is full of new things. mobility 
is of great value to children because it helps them to orient them-
selves in the environment. (Björklid, nordström, 2007). Children’s 
sense of trust and independence is built up by their own expe-
rience, such as seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, etc. which are the 
intuitive skills of communication. As soon as a young child gains a 
new skill or knowledge, he or she will look for new challenges, both 
physical and mental.

2. access to good schools close to home is a major 
component of livable cities. Parents like schools close to 
home, especially for young children, and there are noted develop-
mental benefits children being able to independently walk or bike 
to school. The proximity to public transit is another priority while 
parents making choice of school, particularly specialized schools. 
traffic separation plays a vital role in the allocation strategies 
(Westford 2010).  

3. welcoming and playful schoolyards attract 
teachers, parents and children. The quality of outdoor 
environment plays a crucial role for a good school. it makes play 
easier, more stimulating and enables a positive cycle of better 
teacher performance and healthier happier children. the size of 
the schoolyard is not the most important factor in its quality, but 
no schoolyard or too small schoolyards are definitely not good for 
children. At least one hour per day of physical active play is needed 
for children (www.cdc.gov) – and bigger and “better” can be more 
conducive to safe, active play. The schoolyard and its environment 
set the first impression of a school to children, teachers and pa-
rents, hence it is the first opportunity for a feeling of engagement. 

4. High profile schools and parks build the neigh-
bourhood identity, real estate value and social 
capital. Urban planning strategies could make use of the evi-
dence based practices where high profile schools stimulate quality 
neighbourhoods to provide advice to policy makers and decision 
makers. 

5. simple can be good - open spaces are not empty 
places. open floor plans are preferred at open pre-schools that 
serve parents with infants and todlers. for parents or adults whom 
go to open pre-schools with young child, they wish to be able to 
communicate with parents and adults for exchanging knowledge 
and experience, as well as letting their child to meet friends and 
development skills. it’s common that parents/adults start to chat 

3.2 InsIghts For archItects, planners, Deve-
lopers, polIcy makers anD DecIsIon makers
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while their children playing together. open floor plan offers wide 
vision for adults to watch the children and provides possibility to 
change the furniture and play settings according to the program-
me. Community centers, major shopping complexes and parks are 
popular location of open pre-schools.   

6. the built environment at schools needs to be 
understood by the educators, and educators are a 
valuable knowledge source to understand how to 
build environments for children. Utilizing ones surroun-
dings, both the natural and built environment is critical to all peda-
gogic approaches. Well planned and designed school environment 
can support pedagogic activities, encourage teachers’ better per-
formance, stimulate child’s engagement and development, and in-
crease parental satisfaction with schools.  The school architecture is 
not as important as the quality of the curriculum and teachers’ per-
formance, but the better it is understood by educators the more it 
can be utilized. Schools can consider different methods to engage 
their teachers (e.g through workshops, exercises and discussions) 
on how to utilize their educational spaces to better engage child-
ren and stimulate their mental, physical and social development.  

7. what is good for teachers is usually good for 
children. making children and teachers feeling safe and enjoy-
ing to stay is the most concern to the schools developers (Rosfors, 
interview, 2014). School design accounting for teachers’ need such 
as rest, social life with other teachers and office work benefits child-
ren, because the environment impact on teachers shows directly 
in the performance of taking caring of the children. The school is 
also the place where educators spend most of their life time to 
work. The impact of building environment on teachers need to be 
remembered and taken into account when designing for places 
primarily serve for children. 

8. Investment in facilities related to child’s health 
need be taken seriously and supported as long 
term investments. Playing, eating, resting are the basic acti-
vities and right of young children at the pre-school. Air quality in-
side the schools is also a primary concern to healthy conditions for 
children and teachers. Swedish school kitchens have high hygiene 
and environmental standards prescribed in many legal documents, 
of which the constructors of schools must follow. Building a new 
kitchen or renovating an old one costs almost the same.

9. training in child-friendly building should be 
mainstreamed for developers, designers, and city 
authorities, not just specialists.  Children’s experience 
and participation in school programme should, to the extent pos-
sible, be considered in the development of schools. The vision of 
the developer, the talent of the designer, the commitment of the 
city authorities and the integrity of the construction and are cru-
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cial for building supportive and inspiring physical environment for 
children. Better mechanisms to improve interactions and learning 
in this area should be developed at the city level.

10. the “quality” of the built environment in 
schools may not be evident until the school has 
been established and operated. not all ideas on how the 
school built environment from the designer’s perspective is in line 
with a child’s appreciate. The design elements need to be carefully 
chosen for children, and sometimes we can only learn after children 
use the place. That learning however, needs to be better circulated 
back into the design process of future buildings.

11. we are still learning about the importance 
of building aesthetics to child development and 
health. Aesthetic values of the school’s built environment on 
children are harder to measure in comparison with functional fea-
tures and cost saving or environmental features like energy effi-
ciency. this may lead to lower overall prioritization in building and 
planning. however, child sensitivity to their environment is well do-
cumented. guidelines and an improved knowledge base on met-
hods to evaluate and indicate child impact of building aesthetics 
may demand increased research in future. 

12. small children may be better served in small 
schools, but this is difficult to measure. While it is 
hard to measure the impact of different scales of schools on overall 
child development (no such study was found in this research that 
did this comprehensively), most interviewed educators believed 
that smaller schools could provide a better environment for child-
ren. Certain design and logistical issues, particularly the location, 
distance and number of toilets/restrooms serving each classroom 
is often a problem in larger schools.

13. school corridors can breed creativity and so-
cial interactions with smart design. Corridors of 
school have great potential to enhance the social life for pupils 
and teachers. Several teachers interviewed mentioned that there is 
room for creative design in between corridors and departments to 
create opportunities for social encounters. These areas can also be 
active spaces for exhibiting children’s work from school as part of 
the built environment for school. 

14. there are more solutions than fences that 
can be considered to keep kids protected. fences at 
schools are made to make things easier for adults, not for positive 
development of children. While in some cases they cannot be av-
oided, balance between safety and security, which is fundamental 
for all schools, and a harmonious environment needs to be sought. 
Using thoughtful landscape design for alternative safety solutions 
should at least be considered in the planning where possible.
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15. Variety and flexibility of play equipments in 
schoolyards enhance the joy of child’s play. A smart 
schoolyard provides for flexibility changing the environment for 
play and learning. Different landscape along seasons can be ob-
served by children and more knowledge can be taught by teachers 
outdoor through play or projects building. The nuanced environ-
ment can attract wildlife like birds and butterflies to engaging 
children as well as gathering children, teachers and parents as spe-
cial meeting point. The design needs to avoid gathering bee stings, 
allergic vegetation and secure the safety of water play.

16. the size of the schoolyard should be coherent 
with the number of the children enrolled in school.
This ensures the safety and enjoyment of children. The Swedish av-
erage floor area per child of the schoolyard is 17-40 m2, a recom-
mended figure is 30 m2 and for pre-schools located close to pu-
blic parks and playgrounds, the number can be 20m2 (Spacescape, 
2014). for schools that have limited space of their own schoolyards, 
it demands good school management to distribute the responsible 
load of the children to play at the yard at a time.   

17. challenging terrain of schoolyards can be 
more fun to bigger children (age 3-6), but would 
be dangerous for younger children (age 1-3). Young 
children are still developing their physical skills by time. Flat floor 
is safer for small children. Sloppy terrain may intrigue small child-
ren although it could cause a danger for them and demands high 
maintenance such as preventing from the landslides during rainy 
and snowy seasons. 

18 better school design requires more dedication, 
not necessarily much higher costs. Architects and plan-
ners have the tools to design interesting and appropriate physical 
environments for children and adults, but this requires proper 
communications with the client as well as with experienced local 
educators, relevant stakeholders and decision makers. This does 
not necessarily need to be equated with higher construction costs. 
Architects and planners also have the most (reputational) risk if the 
design didn’t meet the need of child and schools. 

19. we can build even better playgrounds by buil-
ding grounds that understand how, where and 
why we play. The objective of the design of schoolyards is to 
create space to inspire children’s creative play. There is much more 
knowledge on how to create environments for play and child de-
velopment than are often used to build playgrounds. most school-
yards follow a similar pattern of promoting organized sports game, 
a climbing “challenge” and try to minimize maintenance (danks, 
2010). Well-designed schoolyards integrate understanding of edu-
cation through play and give more space to challenge children to 
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create. This can include building to accommodate changing 
seasons and provide more stimulus for students and teachers 
to engage in project building. Some parks also have the opp-
ortunity to be designed to attract wildlife to engage children 
with nature.

20. playgrounds and parks are not only for 
children: they are public spaces for families 
and defining features of neighborhoods. Cus-
tomized playgrounds enhance the playfulness, interactions 
and learning shared between children and adults. Site specific 
design gives each playground unique identity, which is also 
shared by the neighborhood. Stockholm has invested in both 
identical merchandized play equipment as well as site specific 
customized playgrounds. the later often involves artists and 
craftsmen to work together with planner, landscape architects 
and park engineers. Based on interviews with city planners and 
park designers, key features of customized parks with building 
genuine areas, with long lasting and quality material. Such 
playgrounds can revitalize historic parks, forgotten corners and 
catalyze social life in neighborhoods.

21. children play in their local environment 
most. A study done in Copenhagen (Troelsen 2014) used 
gPS to document children’s movement patterns showed that 
playgrounds in social housing areas was top activity hotspot 
during the week days after school for most kids, and sports 
facilities ranked at the second. Similar findings were made in 
hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm (Katherin, 2012). Children 
play most near home. hence, the physical structure and design 
at the residential in the neighborhood scale is a key factor to 
children’s everyday life.   

22. all parks near people are very important 
to local residents. Since children play most at the play-
grounds that are closest to home (Troelsen 2014, Katherin 
2012), this means that all parks, no matter the size, really mat-
ter to people and the life of local neighborhoods. 

23. appropriate communications and holistic 
approach are fundamental for a successful pro-
ject. Proper project management to facilitate understanding 
of stakeholder interests, particularly those of the child users, 
may be as important as planning and design competence to 
successful developments. Developers, planners, architects, 
landscape architects, engineers and city officials need to un-
derstand each and communicate effectively to ensure the pro-
ject can maximize contributions to the public good.   

24. toilets where possible, please. Toilets can be 
challenging to include in the planning and design of play-
grounds and parks as the required maintenance requires in-
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vestment in regular service. however, as families regularly plan day 
trips to visit certain playgrounds, the lack of restroom facilities is a 
common issue raised by parents and park users. 

25. outdoor furniture is necessary, and not just 
an accessory, for parks and playgrounds. Lighting, 
seating, rubbish and recycling bins are the basic furniture every 
park and playground needs. Seating may be the element that re-
flects the design and experience of such public places most. pa-
rents, grandparents and adults both play with their children and 
also keep an eye on them while they play by themselves or others. 
Single seats and benches can increase their comfort. Picnic table 
and seats are practical at parks and playgrounds.       

26. city centre should be a shared place where 
children can learn and enjoy urban life. There are 
many culture institutions concentrated in the city centre, and rich 
history nested in the buildings, blocks and streets of urban neigh-
borhoods. This should be a place parents wish to share with their 
children, not avoid. Both local residents and tourists with children 
will visit downtown neighborhoods most, and playful, creative pla-
ces can enhance the experience for children and adults.   

27. offering space for children and families at 
shopping centers is a win-win strategy for both 
the users and developers. families often go to shop to-
gether. nursing rooms, changing stations, children’s toilets are fre-
ely provided at most shopping centers in Stockholm as part of the 
service design. This approach need to be encouraged and adopted 
in broader service areas, for instance cafés and eateries, gyms, etc. 

28. museums that invite children to interact put 
education in action. Children love museums more when 
they can freely and safely explore the space and enjoy the content 
at their eye level. Temporary exhibitions that work with or involve 
children in the process can endure children’s experience of muse-
ums beyond the wall. Permanent exhibitions which invite children 
to active communication and interactions are the attractions for 
children’s interest in museums.  

29. when sculpture invites children to play, art is 
in use. public art can be more inspiring and enga-
ging when it can be touched and lived with. Swedish 
Artists Egon möller-nielsen and Johan ferner Ström’s art works 
which showed in earlier chapters are the good examples throug-
hout Stockholm. 

30. It works better for all when children’s perspec-
tive is accounted for and their needs are taken 
into account. There are different ways to involve children’s 
perspectives in planning processes that can be adapted to ensure 
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this is done effectively. 

31. children do need more care in the public 
transportation in stockholm. many children love 
transport – trains, busses, and trams rides can be a source of 
wonder and excitement as much as functional way to get from 
point A to B. While a number of steps have been taken to make 
public transport more child-friendly in Stockholm, there is still 
significant room for improvement. 
 
32. play places for children at the airport ma-
kes the airport environment calmer and sup-
ports family travelers and beyond. Airports are 
large and exciting for children, but also often stressful. Before 
long stretches of sitting on airplane, children need places to 
run and play. Providing push chairs to parents that need them 
can also make the airport journey much easier for traveling 
families.     

33.  play and reading area are valuable design 
components for child healthcare facilities and 
hospitals. Children like the toys and play area the best of 
the hospital/clinics, and this can change their outlook and ex-
perience of visiting the doctor. Children’s clinics need to be 
allocated within the neighborhoods to ensure both that they 
are within reasonable distance to residents and also to ensure 
the sufficient availability of health care services.
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3.3 tIps For plannIng anD DesIgn For the 
buIlt envIronment For chIlDren

1.   Scale and details are essential because children are more sensitive to their environment

2.   Accessibility and availability are fundamental for the built environment for children

3.   considering children are constantly in playing mode at all places when plan for traffic

4.   Close to home or public transit as preferred approaches for allocating schools

5.   Sound, light and air quality are prerequisites when choosing locations of schools

6.   Lighting inside and outside at schools – good and bad – cannot be overlooked

7.   corridor design can be catalysts for social interaction, or points of conflict and congestion 

8.   There are more solutions than fences in school yards that can be considered regarding safety

9.   Schoolyards are uniquely positioned in child development

10. “Social settings” is most looked for at school environment for children

11. Fixed and flexible space and object design enhances the usage

12. Keep absolute vehicle free zones around the area to the entrance

13. doors need to be stabilize while they are open

14. Dangerous exposed sharp angles should be avoided in design for children

15. Teacher-child-designer knowledge exchange can be a valuable tool for insights

16. Denser cities need more and better parks – not less

17. Quality playgrounds revitalize neighborhoods and improves the enjoyment of living 

18. Physical activity required stimulation places with big space

19. fall area need be account and proper designed

20. Toilets for children are needed in public places especially play areas

21. Children constantly look for play in all public space and places

22. Children like playing water

23. fresh colors and contrast colors attract people’s attention, especially children

24. involving children in the planning process is a reminder and inspiration for adults 

25. involving children in the planning process is a process to engage children in stewardship of the 
city they live in
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4
conclusIons



Child-friendly city planning contributes towards more sustai-
nable cities. The built environment impacts human life and de-
velopment, especially on children. it is a critical component of 
the social dimension of sustainability. Building physical places 
and space inclusively for children requires an understanding 
of children’s needs and uses of space that is integrated into 
design and planning processes. 

Perhaps the key subject around children is their health and 
well-being, which can be affected by physical design. many 
scientific studies have found the correlation between the buil-
ding form and children’s physical and mental development 
and well-being. What we design is based upon what we ima-
gine of childhood and a child’s need – to a large degree this 
is based upon a planner’s or designer’s conception of those. 
the UNcRc (1989) has demonstrated and helped countries to 
recognize children’s right in participating in the urban plan-
ning process, and advanced studies have helped to decode 
children’s experience of space. however, the level to which 
this knowledge is specifically or systematically applied varies 
greatly. Each society’s commitment and capacity to do so is 
different.

Stockholm is considered by some as one of the few role mo-
dels of child-friendly cities in Europe (freeman and Tranter, 
2011) and is widely recognized for its leadership in sustaina-
ble urban development, highlighted by its being named the 
first european green capital in 2008. by reviewing the state of 
knowledge of children and city literatures, collecting inspiring 
examples of the built environment for children and conduc-
ting interviews with users and creators of those spaces, this 
study attempted to provide insights on building healthy and 
friendly public urban environment for children based upon the 
experiences in Stockholm. importantly, the primary purpose 
of the case studies was not to look at each place and space 
separately, but to see each as an organ within a larger sys-
tem. it looked at how every aspect of the city accounts for a 
young child’s everyday life, and withdraws the learning point 
out of the cases, working within the “building blocks” of the 
framework of the child-friendly built environment. the findings 
provide digestible tips to different audiences with an intention 
for them being able to apply concrete actions to improve living 
and educational environments for children.

A key conclusion is the affirmation of the importance of 
children’s right to play and the value of their participation in 
planning processes. Children’s unlimited capability of imagi-
nation and adaptation can serve as an invaluable inspiration 
source for adult professionals. To build resilient, socially har-
monious and competent adult generations of the future, we 
must affirm, encourage, and cultivate independent and creati-
ve thinking throughout their childhood. The built environment 
plays an important role in improving our efforts towards this 
goal.

“Space and equipment 
do not rear children... 
but only people rear 
children and assimilate 
them into civilized so-
ciety.” – Jane Jacobs
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